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I INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of the Problem 
Industrial expansion, relocation, and the development of new 
industries are combining to become one of the major trends of our time . 
Plants are moving into new locations each day. 
Factors leading to plant relocation and expansion suggest 
that the trend will continue for the forseeable future . The trend 
can be attributed to decentralization, outmoded plants, technological 
change , population shifts, marketing and consumer shifts , sociological 
problems , and the general growth of industr.y. 
Each industry that decides to move a plant and each new 
industr.y is immediately faced with a problem: where to locate the 
plant . In making this important decision, management must analyze 
each specific situation for the individual criteria or requirements of 
the plant. The problem of plant or site location may be scientificallY 
approached by site location experts or m~ be selected b,y the plant's 
manager . The latter may decide the new location on the basis of his 
experience and intuition, possibly making mistakes that could have 
well been avoided . 
OccasionallY, even though an excellent pnysical site has 
been located, the plant fails to gain acceptance of its bid to enter 
a community. Or, if the plant locates on its ideal physical site, 
management may be disappointed by the community's reaction to the 
plant. Often management has been so engrossed with the physical 
aspects of site location that it underestimates the psychological 
impact of the move . Without meaning to, management treads on toes 
and finds its employees antagonistic and the new community downright 
hostile . This lack of acceptance, in turn, can affect the very 
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existence of the organization, its labor supply, and its success as 
a going concern. 
No manager would ever say he is against public relations , 
if he real~ thinks about it . However, too few managers in the stress 
of locating a plant take time to study and analyze the total situation, 
with a view to pre-planning a comprehensive program of public relations . 
The first problem, then, is to make management aware of the need for 
a carefully planned public relations program, adapted to its specific 
needs . The next problem is for management to work out a good program 
based upon public relations principles known to be successful and 
based upon past experience of other plant locations . This stuqy is 
designed to help management in these two areas. 
B. Definition of Public Relations 
Public relations is defined for the purposes of this study 
as the method of informing people or groups of people about an impending 
move of industry. It also includes the wording of the content of inform-
ation disseminated. 
Public relations should be viewed as a method of establishing 
two-way communication and understanding between parties . It is much 
broader than publicity issued by one party for the information of a 
second party; it should lead to responsibility and respect by and for 
each party. 
The audience to be reached can be classified in three 
different categories: internal, present and future; townspeople of 
the new community; and townspeople of the old and other communities. 
A different method of approach may be used for each of the different 
categories in a single site choice . 
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Methods of dissemination of information can include all of 
the present day media available . The methods can be direct or indirect. 
The content of the information can include any desired material. 
1-lebster* defines ' public relations 1 as "The activities of 
an industr.y- --in building and maintaining sound and productive relations 
with special publics such as customers , employees, or stockholders , 
and with the public at large so as to adapt itself to its environment 
and interpret itsel;f to society . " 
The adaptation of industry to its environment and interpre-
tation of itself to society are both a moral and economic necessity 
for modern industry. Public relations, implying two-way communication, 
is becoming a basic requirement if a plant is to thrive in the modern 
society. 
C. Assumptions 
The fields of public relations and of industrial site location 
are so extensive that, for the purposes of this study, certain assump-
tions and hypotheses have been made to simplify and to narrow the area 
of study. 
The study assumes that the plant has decided to move or to 
locate in a new area . It also assumes that a survey either has been 
or will be made , whether of a formal or informal nature. It assames 
that a future site has been or will be found with satisfactor,y character-
istics for the plant . The concern ideally should be considering a 
specific site in a specific localit.y . 
"''~-4 , P . 2005 . 
No data to help the plant physically locate the new site 
has been included; no market studies or other techniques available to 
industry in l~cating a plant are discussed. 
The plant to be located can be of any type, such as an industrial 
building or group of buildings, an office building, or a research labor-
atory. The unit to be moved can be a company, corporation, department 
or division of a company. Although the plant can be any type of unit, 
it must be large enough to be felt as an influence in the new community. 
The new community must be small enough so that the new plant 
will affect the total community to some degree . This assumption is 
not quantitative: a huge plant could affect a metropolitan city. 
The viOrds "new connnunity11 refer to a geopolitical unit that exists as 
one community: several towns , one town and portions of others , a major 
sect i on of a large city. In a 11 twin city" the geopolitical unit for 
the purposes of this study would include both towns taken as a single 
unit, so that a functional approach could be considered . 
The study is written for the class of management that approaches 
problems openmindedly. No attempt will be made to justif.y the field of 
public relations . An attempt will be made to show how public relations 
can be used in management's individual situation to help acceptance for 
a new plant in a new community. 
D. Methods of Approach 
Management, when locating a plant in a new community, will 
unconsciously or methodically evolve some sort of a public relations 
plan. The quality of this plan is directly proportional to the aware-
ness of the problem. The awareness of the problem is again proportional 
to the manager ' s experience in plant location and to his knowledge of 
what others have done and the results thereof. 
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Much literature on the techniques of plant location ~ ~ 
stresses the importance of factors such as market surveys, economic studies , 
land availability, labor availabilit,y, utilities and transportation 
availability, advertising potential, accessibility, and so forth . This 
literature concludes that the best site is the one that proves to be 
the most economical after evaluating or weighing various factors . 
Many published site location check lists have the physical, market, 
economic and engineering data in logical sequence to be evaluated. 
Although such check- lists are needed in locating a plant, the public 
relations suggest ions and, in some cases , requirements , that should 
run concurrently with the survey are not given adequate importance . 
Likewise, literature on plant- community public relations 
covers its field ver,y well but does not begin with the initial 
pr oblems of the plant move into the community. 
However, articles written about a specific plant moving 
into a specific community almost always stress public relations . 
Whether a news report, a magazine feature , or a company publication, 
the article will describe the plant's specific techniques of gaining 
community and employee acceptance . 
By stating experiences of industries that have moved, 
employees who have moved with them, and towns into which they have 
moved, certain suggestions can be made to help others experiencing 
similar situations in the fUture . 
In order to obtain the experiences of industr,y mentioned above, 
the following approaches were used: 
1 . Books , theses, booklets and pamphlets, newspapers and 
periodicals were read to obtain ideas and data on methods used. 
2. Managements of relocated companies were questioned to determine 
the kind and amount of public relations used and the results of it. 
'· 
3. Employees who have had to move with the plant were questioned 
to determine their attitudes about the move . 
4. Industrial Public Relations specialists were questioned to 
determine policies and practices of site location. 
5. Realtors and industrial developers were questioned to obtain 
information about industry's use of public relations. These 
people were especially helpful in relating experiences where 
entry into communit ies was denied. Many false starts will 
never be recorded although the experiences are valuable from 
the negative point of view. 
6. Cit,y and town officials, Chambers of Commerce, and citizens 
were interviewed to discover the community points of view 
about a new plant coming in or about the loss of an old plant. 
Chapter II introduces the theoretical advantages a plant might 
look for in relocating . Chapter III analYzes ways in which public 
relations may actually bring about many of the advantages anticipated 
in Chapter II. Chapters IV, V and VI cover techniques effective with 
the employees of the concern, the new community, and the old and other 
communities ; the three major different types of audiences to be 
reached. The last chapter presents the summaries and conclusions of 
the stuqy. 
The author would like to take this opportunity of expressing 
gratitude to a colleague, Mr. William T. Nichols of Arthur D. Little, Inc ., 
who has been a guide and inspiration to me for several years in the 
field of industrial site locations. 
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II. THE POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES OF PLANT LOCATION OR RELOCATION 
A. Why A Plant Moves 
A decision to move is a big factor in the life of a young 
married couple. The purchase of a house may be the largest single 
transaction the couple has in its lifetime . So it is with an 
industrial plant . Relocation is a big decision that must be weighed 
and carefully made . It is a lot of trouble to move, and many compli-
cations will arise when a plant changes its location. 
Often when opening mail one sees a new address sticker 
pasted over an old letterhead. The concerns that do this take the 
easy way out. Perhaps they wish to avoid some of the cost of changing 
all the company stationer.y. Related details that a company often takes 
for granted must be changed: brochures and advertising have to be 
changed or replaced, all clients and customers as well as salesmen 
and suppliers have to be notified. 
The upheaval of personnel and the resulting lost production 
create a cost to be considered, beyond the cost of the new site and 
bricks and mortar. Moving or replacing equipment can cost as much as 
the land for the new plant site . 
Even after considering the problems coincident with moving, 
each year more and more plants make the decision to uproot and establish 
themselves elsewhere . One plant may have an accumulation of small 
annoyances , while another may have a single problem that is compelling 
enough to make a change mandatory. 
Some single factors that have influenced plant moves are as 
follows: 
Haw Materials . 
Ma~ industries are plagued with a depletion of raw materials. 
Not all companies are as fortunate as the Fountain Sand and Gravel 
Company of Pueblo, Colorado, which s coops sand from a riverbed, moving 
on~ a few yards until a cloudburst sends water and more sand down the 
river to refill the holes . Oil companies move from hole to hole , 
staying o~ as long as the oil lasts . The Bloomfield, New Jersey 
area used to be a major producer of horse radish in the United States. 
Today this suburban city of the New York Metropolitan Area has no 
horse radish farms and no horse radish processing plants . 
In many areas raw materials have been created. When National 
Petrochemical Company located a large plant near Tuscola, Illinois, 
small companies began to locate nearby to take advantage of this new 
source of polyethylene . This is also true near other sources of 
polyethylene in Southern California. In Culver City, Kentuc~ 
consumers have surrounded an acet,ylene plant erected by Air Reduction 
Co . In Monroe , Michigan consumers have also surrounded the Hooker 
Electrochemical chlorine-caustic soda plant. 
Marketing Area Changes . 
The westward movement of the center of population across the 
United States has been the impetus to many concerns looking for new 
markets . Some have relocated and some have established branch plants 
in the midwest . The automobile industry has done an ex:cellent job in 
establishing assembly plants in areas near their markets. In Grand 
Junction, Colorado, the growth of a market for uranium processing 
equipment developed in several months ' time . During 1955 the market 
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evaporated almost as fast as it had been created: the saturation 
point had been reached . One can always smile and be thankful that 
technological change caught up with the demand for brick for the 
roads of Ohio, substituting a demand for concrete and asphalt . 
Labor Changes . 
Over a period of time changes can occur in the labor situation 
that can bring about a scarcity or an overabundance of available man-
power . Scarcit.y of labor can force wages up so high that marginal 
concerns must go elsewhere . In Urbana, Illinois, there is a concern 
that powders eggs . The work performed is simplY cracking eggs open 
and dumping them into containers . In late 1955 the higher wages paid 
by the University of Illinois and contractors in a construction boom 
caused the egg company to consider relocating , even though the source 
of eggs was good in the area. In the fast growing Los Angeles area 
wages are high, even though 1000 people a day move in, so that companies 
in the San Fernando Valley are seriouslY worried about obtaining 
personnel. 
An overabundance of qualified labor can be an excellent 
drawing card for industry. Cities such as Lowell, Massachusetts, with 
an overabundance of labor, could indeed influence a plant move. Governor 
Marland of West Virginia toured the countr.y in 1955-1956, telling the 
advantages of relocating in West Virginia where several hundred 
thousand coal workers had been made available to the labor market due 
to mechanization of coal mines. The large textile industr.y move from 
New England to the South is partly due to a 11 cheapern labor market in 
the South. 
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There have been a few cases where a plant desires to move 
"just to get away from it all ." When Schick moved from Stamford, 
Connecticut to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, it found that changes could 
be made in the new town that were not possible in the old.* 
Considerable changes were made possible, too, in 
production and personnel policies. In Stamford a long-
time incentive -pay plan had become so strait-jacketed 
by years of contract interpretation that , once in Lancaster, 
the company discarded incentive pay entirely. It inaugurated 
a measured day work system an:i timed jobs by the Methods 
Time Measurement plan--but solely for its own guidance and 
not as the basis for the pay of the individual worker. 
Similarly, free of a union grievance procedure, manage-
ment did not drop the idea, but streamlined it. A three-
step, simplified grievance procedure was installed, with 
the employees' rights of representation assured . 
Inadequate Building or Space. 
There are times when a plant has no alternative but to move 
because the building is falling apart . In an old town like Boston 
many concerns are located in old buildings that cost more to maintain 
than the buildj_ng is worth. Very often it costs more to rebuild on 
such an overcrowded site than it would to relocate on a less valuable 
suburban piece of land with a lease- back arrangement. This is especially 
true if the plant has attempted to expand through the years and has 
reached the •breaking point •. 
Even in a modern plant the requirement of expansion may be 
so great that the plarrt must find a larger area. The Avco Manufacturing 
Company recently found itself in such a position: an expansion of 
several thousand personnel caused it to seek a new site, finally 
located in Wilmington, Massachusetts . 
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Consolidation and integration as well as diversification 
often dictate new plant facilities . Technological change often makes 
buildings inadequate for certain processes or machinery. Chemical 
plants are faced with both technological change and a product demand that 
has doubled many times in the last two decades . Is it a wonder that 
chemical plants that are hemmed in at all •burst their seams ' in a very 
short time? 
Costs of Doing Business. 
The cost of doing business so seldom decreases that it is 
hardly worth mentioning. However, many costs of producing a product 
can drastically increase so fast that a location change must be made . 
A large corporation in Jersey City, New Jersey, was amazed 
one day when the cit,y fathers informed them that their taxes were being 
increased 300%. Just after Mayor Hague went out of office, the new 
political boss felt that Hague had treated industry too generously in 
his attempts to have plants locate in Jersey City; the cure-all was to 
overcharge the industr ies so treated . Only after many meetings and the 
company ' s thre~t to move the entire industr.r out of the cit.r was a 
compromise reached. In this case the industry was large enough to 
force a compromise. 
Unfortunately, some industries that have been induced to locate 
down South with ten years free tax advantage are finding that when the 
ten years are over, they are at the mercy of the localities concerned. 
Every few years the New York Stock Exchange gets in a fight 
over transfer taxes with the State of New York. At one time the Exchange 
purchased land in Newark, New Jersey, for a new location if New York State 
imposed a certain tax on it. 
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The T.V.A. created cheap power that made site selection 
nearby advantageous for many companies. Aluminum plants using the 
Kroll process always locate near a cheap power generating source . 
Recently the company that supplies natural gas from Texas 
to Colorado increased its rates 60 to 70 per cent in Colorado. The 
incentive to move becomes obvious for any petrochemical companies 
located on this pipeline. _ 
Los Angeles Count,y has laid down edicts on the amount of 
contaminants that a plant can allow to go into the air. Because of 
the smog condition in the area, daily contamination checks of some 
plants are made . At some point a balance is reached where it is 
cheaper to relocate than to buy more abatement or filtering equipment . 
Transportation Costs . 
The sudden discontinuance of a method of transportation can 
be catastrophic for a plant. When the overland water routes and 
canals were discontinued in favor of railroads, many plants not 
fortunate enough to be on a new rail route had to cease operation. 
At present a large wool company in Massachusetts is hoping that a 
small, one track, dead-end railroad will not stop operating: the 
company is now the only customer on the line . 
Many other reasons could be cited about why plants move , 
ranging from large single problems to a collection of small problems . 
Each specific plant situation must be analyzed to ascertain why the plant 
wants to move . And the validit,y of the reasons for a move will have an 
important effect on the attitudes of the workers and the corrma~nities 
involved tolvard the move . 
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B. Conscious and Subconscious Expectations of Management 
When contemplating an imminent move, management usually expects 
the new location to be the panacea of every existing problem. Maey 
conscious expectations about physical and economic factors have often 
been studied and analyzed . Some obvious expectations about more space, 
needed labor, raw material availability and utilities are apparent to 
management as well as the reader . Perhaps some less tangible expecta-
tions such as an optimum location, acceptance in the area, and better 
everything can also be verbalized by management. However, there are 
many expectations that management often does not ve rbalize or bring to 
the conscious level of thought. 
1Vhen a good industrial realtor takes a prospective client 
around to look at available sites , he will always approaCh a site 
from the low side if possible . He has found from experience that a 
client, in viewing 20 to 30 sites a day, will almost invariably reject 
sites he has to look down upon and will consider sites that slope upward 
away from the road . It seems to be a psychological fact that executives 
picture their future plant or laboratory "high on a hill" overlooking 
others . Yet when the client is asked if it makes any difference, he 
will invariably say no . 
The chance to start all over again is often an unadroitted 
factor in moving . The idea that things will be better, even though 
"things 11 cannot be defined , is often a subconscious expectation of 
moving . 
When questioning company presidents on why they moved their 
plants, it is startling to hear a few admit , "I guess, now that I think 
it over, I just wanted to live in • 11 
----
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Subconscious expectations have been known to rule the final 
decision on where plants have l ocated . In considering a plant move , 
management should not only list the expectations that come to mind, 
but should also probe way back in their minds to search out the sub-
conscious hopes that may be as important in making the final decision, 
or may even unnecessarily dominate that decision. 
c. Review of Methods of Locating Plants 
In order to proper~ evaluate the possible advantages of 
plant location, a brief review of methods of locating plants follows , 
citing the chief ways of approaching the problem. Much has been written 
on this subject and many check lists are available in publications 
to help the plant site seeker. 
For the purposes of this review the methods discussed can be 
broken down into three categories : arbitrary selection, some analysis , 
and much an~sis. 
Arbitrary Selection. 
Recently an executive of a nationallY known Eastern concern, 
whose identity must remain anony.mous , was discussing how his fir.m 
selected the location of towns throughout the country for its distri-
bution warehouses . He said that his company watched what the competition 
did and always did the opposite . This seems incredible , if true , but 
many businesses chart their future destiny upon facts as arbitrary as 
this ~ 
Occasionally a manager may locate his plant on impulse . He 
may want to locate near his home or in a town where he would like to 
live . He n~y see a realtor ' s advertisement for a specific site or may 
know of a specific site or buildirig . A single friend, a single brochure, 
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or a single realtor may also influence him. to relocate at a given site. 
Some Analysis . 
Under the "some analysis" category would come the bulk of 
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plants that locate new plants or relocate liithin the United States . The 
t,ypical case is where one or two men are assigned the duty of locating 
a site (in addition to normal duties) and reporting back to management, 
There are many tools available such as industrial site realtors , corres-
pondence vrith communities , area development brochures , surveys , market 
studies . Help is available from public utilities, Chambers of Commerce, 
labor agencies and unions, other plants , agencies of the United States 
Government, municipal authorities , state development boards, state 
departments of commerce, tax experts , newspapers , libraries, transportation 
people , and so forth. The amount of help received varies from case to 
case from very little ~o a great deal. 
Much Analysis . 
This category by definition means a comprehensive survey of 
all known factors affecting the plant and its move to a new location. 
It includes all factors mentioned in "Soma Analysis" above , plus factors 
pertaining to the individual plant. 
The study can be made by a group from the company itself, 
hiring outside help from engineers , realtors, lawyers and planners as 
needed . It can also be done by hiring an outside consulting firm as 
Fantus Factory Locating Service, Arthur D. Little, Inc., or others . 
These firms have personnel who specialize in plant site locations. 
By using experienced consultants, plant ma~agement finds it easier to 
maintain the necessary secrecy at certain phases of the site location 
and to reduce the possibility of error While locating at the lowest 
efficient cost. 
Some companies have their own plant locating groups within 
the company. General Electric Company is an example that does an 
excellent job on site locations. In fact, General Electric has 
published information that is used by consultants in the business as 
well as by other industries . 
D. Physical Benefits 
Physical benefits can accrue to the management of a plant 
making a well thought out move in the physical plant, the grounds, and 
the plant equipment . 
Physical Plant . 
Some operations that have been performed by necessit.y in multi-
story buildings can be laid out more effectively in a single floor 
operation& The requisite space is available if a plant moves from a 
crowded area to a less crowded site. I t should be noted here that it 
is practically impossible to expand an operation on the higher floors 
of a building by construction methods . In a one floor building, properly 
planned, extensions can always be made, usual~ in several directions . 
In many types of businesses such as research laboratories, growth is 
progr ess , and it is very difficult to determine exact areas of growth 
ten years hence . Planning for expansion at the new site will save 
great industrial costs later of shuffling operations back and forth 
to take care of "bulging" departments . 
A building with versatility, that can be expanded, has much 
greater resale value . This is an important consideration, even though 
99 per cent of the plants relocating believe they will always stay at 
the new location. 
If a new plant is built or rented on a lease back arrangement, 
the maintenance cost is lower than for the old- type outmoded building. 
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The cost of maintenance and upkeep, including heating, can be a tremendous 
drain in old buildings. 
A few plants working on government work can attain a securit,r 
not possible at the old location. Mockups and test models can be fenced 
in with a greater degree of privacy than is possible in crowded areas . 
The aesthetic gain of a well- designed new plant can be a 
physical benefit leading to community pride in the plant, better 
employee morale , desirability by job seekers, and general advertising . 
Grounds . 
Research people claim that the college campus atmosphere 
created by attractive buildings and grounds of a well designed research 
laboratory adds to the creative productivity of the staff as well as to 
easier procurement of personnel . General Motors felt this so strongly 
that it made a lake to reflect and beautif,y its new research center 
in Michigan. 
If the area is carefully selected, certain tests can be run 
that had not before been possible because of unsuitable grounds and 
site . This is especially true for companies using bodies of water or 
for testing explosives or propellants . The nuisance factors of smoke, 
noise, demolition or burning often force companies to seek the wide 
open spaces where they will be allowed to do their work. 
The Glen 1 . Martin Compaey near Baltimore has a ball park on 
its grounds of which the compaey is very proud. Other companies have 
recreation areas ranging from golf courses to family picnic grounds 
and bowling alleys . One large insurance company has a swimming pool in 
its building: it firrls that in a wage- regulated industry, the swimming 
pool is such a drawing card that girls will work for them rather than 
for a competitor. 
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Adequate parking facilities have become a necessity in 
the modern plant. When Bell Laboratories moved to Murray Hill, New 
Jersey, from New York Ci-cy, they felt that car commuting would increase 
from 10 per cent to 30 or 40 per cent of the total labor force . They 
arranged with bus companies for worker transportation and were surprised 
when most of the buses had to eliminate their runs. over 80 per cent 
of the employees commuted by automobile . 
In a small Massachusetts town, a wool company has a hotel 
on its grounds . For a nominal fee single men night workers may live 
in the hotel . The company is certain that without the hotel it could 
not get enough manpouer for the night shifts of the wool processing 
plant. Although company- owned towns and stores are going out of vogue, 
on some occasions having enough grounds to build company- owned facilities 
allows a company to perfonn a vital function. 
Plant Equipment . 
A new plant and a new location give management the opportunity 
to start anew in areas of plant layout, new and more efficient lines, 
less material handling , newer equipment, less congestion, and so forth . 
Companies often tie a modernization program in with a plant move so 
that the old can be swept away and the new can be put in effect. 
E. Marketing Benefits . 
Marketing benefits that management expects from a plant 
move can be broken down into tr-ro areas: the direct financial gain to 
be realized; and indirect marketing benefits . 
Cost Benefits . 
The i.nunediate tax gain can be obvious when the tax rate of the 
old location is compared with that of the new. Although tax rates are 
indicative, the assessment ratios must be analyzed to get a final tax 
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figure . If the plant is large enough, the final tax amount is often 
determined by negotiation with the community. The past stability of 
. 
the tax rate is as important as the present rate in estimating future 
rates . The growth pattern of the town must also be considered. More 
property taxes go to schools than to any other single item. If housing 
developments are mushrooming, the plant manager must realize that the 
education of the average two children per new house cannot be covered 
by the average property tax of $350 per new house: this is just over 
what it costs to educate one child per school year in most communities . 
In such a growing town, the plant manager must expect taxes to rise . 
He must analyze other town problems for future effects on his plant. 
The general overhead factors such as insurance, maintenance 
and utilities can also be analyzed and compared with the costs of the 
old location overhead, as well as the new rental or interest lost by 
investing equity capital . 
The entire transportation picture might be more economical 
if the new plant is located nearer the source of raw materials, market, 
utilities , and other major factors . 
Any cost savings gained by relocating a plant can help 
market the product more easily or less expensively. 
Other Marketing Benefits . 
A well located plant gains other marketing advantages that 
cannot be measured in dollars and cents but that are, none the less, 
real . Faster and better service can be given customers . Sometimes the 
advantage is purely psychological, when people feel that a nearby dis-
tribution center can give faster and better service than one a few 
hundred miles away. 
Very often plants hope to go from highly organized labor 
areas to ones that give management more freedom. Unfortunately, 
some plants move to exploit labor in depressed areas , succeeding or 
failing when wages in the area rise to state or national level . 
F. Advertising Values . 
The advent of the super- highway has made many plants clean 
up their properties along such highways . They have found that the 
people in the thousands of cars that go by daily form an impression 
of the product by the view of the plant they see . The sites near 
highways are always sold first , even though there is no entrance from 
the highway and accessibilit,y is not a factor. The Garden State Park-
way in New Jersey and Route 128 near Boston g~ve the motorist excellent 
examples of the advertising value of a fine plant on a super-highw~. 
The advertising is not only of the product, but also of the plant as a 
good place to work. 
Being a big fish in a small pool has many advertising values 
to a compaQY. In a large city maQY medium- size companies are lost in 
the large pool. When Bell Laboratories moved the research laboratories 
to Murr~ Hill, New Jersey, the,y put the town on the map and established 
themselves as a well- known name both in the area and nationally. 
In thumbing through magazines one sees how ma~ companies use 
a picture of the plant--always a modern and aestheticallY pleasing 
building on an attractive site-- to sell products . The general public 
often feels that the outside of the plant mirrors the management and 
the products made on the inside. 
One large research laboratory that was thinking of locating 
a facility in New Jersey looked at a good site in Secaucus . The site 
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was rejected because of the detrimental effect on advertising of using 
the name of a town known for its pig farms--particularly since the 
company included cosmetics among its products . 
In Cambridge , Massachusetts, many research organizations 
have located on Memorial Drive to gain the distinction of being on 
Research Row. An address several blocks away would have as many other 
advantages but would lack the prestige of Memorial Drive . 
G. Finding the Cheapest Location . 
A natural tendency of management is to seek the lowest 
priced location for a new plant . To be truly economical management 
must not on~ option the lowest priced piece of land, but must also 
keep their perspective and be sure that the site meets all other require-
ments. Nevertheless , management should keep in mind the advantage of 
finding a low priced piece of land adequate for the site location. 
In the Boston area around.Route 128 parcels of land that 
have been bought by speculators for $500 to $750 an acre have increased 
in value to $7, 000 to $12 , 000 per acre , undeveloped, in three years' 
time . Some developed land is going for $15, 000 to $20, 000 per acre . 
In New Jersey a 30 acre plot of land recent~ increased in value about 
$360, 000 in six months because of a zoning change initiated by an in-
coming plant. 
The economic advantages of purchasing cheap land are available 
to the management of any plant if they are expeditious in the way they 
go about selecting a site location. A parcel of land a quarter of a 
mile from some seemingly choice speculative lots often can be as good 
or better for the judicious management of a plant and can be had at 
about one tenth of the cost. 
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H. Personnel Recruitment and Tenure . 
It is easier to recruit persorL~el for a clean, modern, 
aesthetically pleasing plant than for a crowded, run- down plant e This 
is even truer as the degree of professionalization of the employees 
increases . Research scientists like surroundings that induce creativity. 
Once hjxed, the employee is more like~ to remain, other 
things being equal, if the surroundings are pleasant. The available 
parking facilities , the ease of commuting, recreational facilities , 
nearness of home and work, and many other advantages tend to make the 
hiring problem easier and tenure longer . 
Many of the possible advantages in the field of recruitment 
are tied up closely with employee morale , which is discussed in the 
next section. 
I . Employee Morale and ~vell Being. 
One of the ereatest advantages that management hopes for in 
moving from a crowded area j_nto a country atmosphere is improvement of 
employee morale and well- being. Even though this factor is hard to 
measure , it is easy to sense in a plant. 
Pnysical Aspects . 
All suburban plant managers intervie-vred said that their 
employees showed signs of less tension. The rush to and from work 
on the 7:45 a. m. and 5:09 p.m. commuters ' trains was replaced by a 
short car ride or a walk. Those who drove cars for the same length 
of time as to the previous plant site claimed that drivir.g on less 
crowded highways v.ras more relaxing and that the country atmosphere 
caused less fatigue than the town atmosphere . 
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Mr. Howard Russell, General Manager of Improved Risk Mutuals 
which moved from New York Ci -cy to White Plains, said that the annual 
medical checkup showed over 60 per cent of the top personnel, including 
Russell, had lower blood pressure after moving. ~~ 
Other managers have mentioned figures on lower blood pressure 
and less fatigue, but the accuracy of their statistics can be questioned. 
However, all agree that the personnel are healthier and happier than at 
the previous site s 
Social. 
The idea of bringing the whole family into the plant family 
is gaining a wider acceptance with industr,r public relations men as 
well as with psyctologists and educators . Letting To~ see what his 
father is doing at a family open house cements ties between the plant 
and the worker 1 s family . This is more easily achieved in a suburban 
plant or in one in a smaller city. All plants do not move from a 
crowded to a less crowded area, but the trend is in that direction 
and less crowded areas can be viewed as an advantage in locating or 
relocating a plant . 
If the town is carefully selected, there will be ample 
recreation and social welfare facilities for the employees s People 
~ill tend to socialize more at night because they will be living 
nearer to each other and to the plant . This socializing has definite 
advantages for work- teams of men as vlell as for professional personnel . 
Scientific clubs have sprouted up near General Electric plants through-
out the country. 
*26, pp . 166-168. 
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Other . 
Housing is cheaper and therefore better for the average 
employee as he gets away from metropolitan areas . The same amount of 
money purchases more house. ~~t moving away from crowded areas can be 
carried to extremes that are quite unhealthy. In a plant- dominated 
town propert,y is sometimes difficult to dispose of in adverse times . 
A large concern that recently carved a town from the wilderness in 
Pennsylvania found interviewees reluctant to purchase homes and work 
for the company because of fear of layoffs leading to a housing crisis 
if employees wanted to move elsewhere . In Schenectady it is often said 
that if an engineer doesn't like General Electric he might as well 
sell bananas . SoMe of the airplane companies have found people unwilling 
to work for them in a single- industr,y town because of the housing risk. 
Staying at work later arrl going back after supper is a 
definite advantage to managew2nt, though one might question how this 
relates to the lower tension and fatigue of companies out of the high 
density areas . Howard Russell also said that employees need less super-
vision and are willing to come back after supper for overtime. He 
also commented that the turnover dropped over 50 per cent . * 
In an atomic era the advantages of being away from large 
industrial areas must be mentioned . Although it is suggested by Civil 
Defense authorities and supported by the government, it directly helps 
employee morale to know that danger has been minimized . It is interesting 
to note that very few plant managers interviewed considered this :reason 
for relocation of no more importance than to help employee morale . 
*26, P. 168 . 
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J . Communit,y Support . 
A manager of a plant about to move might pick up a magazine 
and read how a town pitched in to save its local industry . The towns .... 
people lent money so the enfeebled plant could continue to exist and 
operate, and perhaps grow strong. 
Although such support is rare, it does happen and is an 
example of how far a community will go to support its industry. This 
all- out effort of a co!mlunity to help the plant can be true , even 
though it may be to a lesser degree, for any new plant. Community 
support means a great deal. It may mean negotiation of advantageous 
tax assessments or it may mean the welcoming of employees with avail-
able housing and hospitality. Very oft en the cit,y fathers can work 
out possibilities for sewers, roads and utilities . 
In moving into a new town the plant management can look 
forward to the advantages of community support if it has planned its 
move well and developed good public relations with the community. 
K. Realization of Expectations 
It is exceedingly difficult to measure whether or not a 
relocated plant has realized its expectations. Three years after the 
move , ever,yone concerned may be well pleased . Perhaps this indicates 
a successful move; however, what might have happened if the plant had 
moved to another location? Expenses may have been reduced 15 per cent 
in manufacturing cost, beating all competition. But then a competitor 
might choose an optimum location, cutting 20 per cent from his manu-
facturing cost and be just as happy about his move . 
Some recent experiences illustrate obvious misses in reali-
zation of expectations . In Florida in 1955 a large corporation located 
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a plant after receiving repeated assurances from the local Chamber of 
Commerce that water was available. When the plant was constructed 
thirty miles of pipe had to be laid to the nearest water supply 
adequate for the plant ' s needs . 
Waltham, Massachusetts, is out of the Greater Boston trucking 
area . A plant newly located in Waltham may find that its truck ship-
ments have to be transferred to go a few miles, or that higher payments 
must be made for incoming shipments . 
In discussing expectations , Ralph L. Woods wrote the following 
about the high cost of the metropolis versus the low cost of rural 
living: 
The business concern must pay for the urban location through 
high taxes , rents , higher freight charges because of remote-
ness from raw materiaJs and markets, higher insurance rates , 
higher wages that employees may meet the cost of living in 
cities, special taxes for human relief because urban workers 
have no means of subsistence other than the particular jobs , 
loss of workers' efficiency because of noise , congestion and 
loss to time in the city, and often because of ~heir poverty 
as a consequence of the urban scheme oft hings . 
All of the expectations discussed earlier, both conscious 
and subconscious , are achieved not only by what is done but also by how 
it is done and who does it. The next chapter will discuss the importance 
of public relations in realizing expectations . The proper person doing 
the right thing in the right way often determines how successful a 
plant will be in realizing its expectations when it moves into a 
community. 
~~5 , P. 134. 
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ID. THE BENEFITS OF USING GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS 
A. Advantages a Well Integrated Program Can Bring 
Sound planning and hard work by management are required to 
realize the many possible advantages of plant location or relocation. 
A well planned and integrated public relations program running con-
currently with site location studies is necessar,y for a successful 
move . 
General Electric stresses the importance of a well- integrated 
program in the Louisville Plan by saying: 
Transferring a manufacturing operation to a different location, 
together with all the problems inherent j.n a move of this nature 
is an event offering a unique Plan Community Relations opportunity 
which, if well handled, can result in good will far in excess of 
the time , effort or expense involved. No longer is it possible 
for industry to come into a city, merely flip a switch in a new 
plant and get the assembly lines rolling.* 
In Chapter II the advantages mentioned of having a better 
physical plant with more space, nearer the market, and with economic 
savings usually can be achieved without the use of public relations . 
However, sociological and psychological advantages are achieved only 
after dealing with people . These people, vrhether in the plant or in 
the community, want to know what is happening and why it is being done . 
The employees should feel that they have helped make the 
decisions . The new community should genuinely vrant to welcome the 
plant. The old ~ployees should be accepted by the new community. New 
employees should be attracted to the plant . The old community should 
not be bitter that the plant has moved elsewhere . Developing these 
attitudes and morale requires consummate public relations skills and a 
sincere belief in the values of achieving these goals . 
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B. Consequences of Not Having a Well Integrated 
Public Relations Plan. 
Articles have been written by the score on successful 
endeavors, but the unsuccessful ones are seldom mentioned in print. 
The faster they are forgotten, the happier everyone will be . 
The article on "How to Plan a Fiascon-:t- mentions a large 
corporation that blew a Public Relations Trumpet about how it would 
bring peace and prosperi~ to a little community. The community 
rebelled and the corporation did not get in. 
The same article* mentions a company that wanted to move. 
It took extensive site surveys before questioning its personnel about 
their desire to move . Their response was so negative that the company 
decided not to move . In the meantime key employees began to resign 
in droves because of the contemplated move . The company is still 
trying to recruit staff to regain its former level. 
Many plant managers have made the mistake of not studying 
the town well enough to understand the local power structure so that 
the first approaches have been wrong. Sometimes the manager finds minor-
ity groups sponsoring the plant and the major power groups antagonistic 
and ~dthholqing their support and help. 
The insidious rumor factory is one of the serious results of 
not having a 1-1ell integrated public relations program. }1any a plant 
spends years in overcoming a bad start that could have been prevented. 
The public relations program has to be timed correctly as well as geared 
to meet any unpredictable circumstances. In addition, if all facts are 
presented in a straightforward way, rumors are less likely to be started. 
,~ 2 17, P. 9 • 
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c. Preliminary Search For the Site 
The first visible action after management decides to move is 
some sort of site location study. It is extremely important that 
either the employees understand what is happening, or that complete 
secrecy keeps ne-vrs of the move from them. Employees worry 1-1hen they 
hear that the plant is moving. \vill they lose their jobs? Why is 
the plant going? Will they be asked to move? If so, who will pay 
for it? The premature disclosure of an impending move has caused 
many labor relations headaches . The plans should be kept a complete 
secret unless the employees are properly brought into the planning. 
Newspaper men and town officials can get unnecessarily 
excited by the prospect of industry coming into their community. If 
the knowledge that a certain plant is looking for a site seeps out, 
many individuals, town officials, realtors and merchants m~ apply all 
sorts of pressures to management . It is therefore desirable to keep 
the plant's identit.y concealed, perhaps by using an intermediar.y 
representing 11 a client". Often land values can be kept from soaring 
out of proportion to worth and community opinion can be kept from 
prematurely crystallizing if the client's identity is not disclosed . 
Interviewing many people in many towns requires a great deal 
of tact and the use of good public relations . Sometimes plan~ survey 
over 100 communities before selecting the final site. Each town 
considered should be left with a feeling of good nill tolvard the 
searching plant . An opportunity exists, after the final selection has 
been disclosed, to make friends if the relocating plant handles its 
publicity releases correctly. 
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D. Getting Cooperation from Community Leaders 
Most community leaders welcome a new plant with open arms. 
Securing a new industry is not an easy task. Competition 
among states and cities is keen . Throughout the United 
States there are thousands of communities that have some 
form of organized industrial development program. Almost 
every state government has an agency devoted to the pro-
motion of industrial development . State universities 
engage in formalized economic development programs . Most 
Class I railroads have industrial departments concerned 
with securing new industries along their lines. Many 
public utilities, particularly electric power companies, 
engage in long term promotional programs to generate 
economic activity in their respective territories.* 
This basic desire of the community to have a plant makes acceptance 
easy if proper public relations are used. 
Unfortunately it is very easy for plant executives with 
wrong attitudes or lack of concern to create an air of tension from 
the beginning in relations with a communityo The company personnel 
must realize that coming into any community is entering into a two-
way relationship where both can benefit No matter what the company 
thinks, it will not be able to come in and run the town, solvir~ all 
its 9roblems, financial and otherwise . The attitudes of the company 
personnel toward the community are a major public relations responsi-
bility within the company. 
The importance of approaching the right community leaders 
cannot be overstressed. Locating these individuals can be done only 
after the company has thoroughly studied the community. The right 
people in the communit,y can determine whether or not the plant comes 
in and how it is treated once it is allowed on the community team. 
*6, pp. 160-161. 
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E. Establishing Good Relations with the 1ihole Community 
Establishing good relations with the whole community has different 
purposes , methods and advantages from working effectively with the commun-
ity leaders . The leaders can create an initial atmosphere of acceptance 
or rejection and open the gates of the power structure . But the reaction 
of individuals and groups of citizens will set the final attitudes toward 
the plant and specify the reception it receives. 
If the plant is going into an area that requires rezoning, enough 
petitioners against such a rezoning can hold up or stop, through the Supreme 
Court, a zoning ordinance change . This cannot only be a nuisance , but 
it can also cause such bad initial publicity that the plant might do well 
to move elsewhere rather than try to change the hostility. 
Employees moving into a town get a much better reception if the 
plant is generally considered desirable . New employees will apply for work 
more readily if no adverse publicity is in the papers . 
The new community is interested in what the plant does and why 
it will be an asset to the community . It is concerned with air pollution, 
size of payroll, absentee management, type of employees , number of employee 
cars , local purchasing of supplies , and community relations policies of 
the new company. A well planned public relations program will give these 
facts to the co~~ity through all media available . It will also influence 
company policy to make decision beneficial to the community as well as 
to the company. 
F. Negotiations 
If the leaders and citizens of a community want a plant to 
locate , they will usually offer dispensations to the plant . Initial zoning 
negotiations , for example , can benefit the plant not only in getting a nice 
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location, but also in protecting the value of it . A rezoning for research 
facilities is advantageous , for example , if the land use is limited to 
research and office facilities, rather than extended to heavy industry. 
Tax assessments are usually negotiated qy industry If the 
community wants the plant, arrangements are often beneficial to the plant . 
In some communities the people have offered land free of charge as an 
inducem3nt for the plant to locate . 
Sewer and utility arrangements have to be worked out with the 
town engineer . Cooperative endeavors are often arranged so that costs can 
be divided for everyone ' s mutual benefit . 
Trucking routes , fire and police protection, help with additional 
traffic caused by employee commuting can be arranged and negotiated more 
easily if a healthy relation exists between the conwunity and the plant. 
G. Recruitment of Personnel 
If the inhabitants of a town know your company exists , know who 
you are and l-frlat yo'.l do, they are more likezy to apply for jobs when the 
call goes out from the personnel department . In Monticello, Illinois, a 
company recently located in the town with an adequate public relations 
program. Huch of the story of the company was carried by word of mouth, 
since it is a small town . TtJhen the company advertised in the paper for 
125 employees , over 275 people applied and the supply has been adequate 
ever since without further advertising. Although the labor market was 
good, people wanted to work at the new plant because they had developed 
the feeling that it would be a good place to work. 
Open houses and general publicity about the importance of what 
the plant does cannot help but interest the workers in the community. 
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vfuen the to~mspeople meet employees happy in their jobs, they are bound 
to be interested . 
He Helping Old Employees to Relocate 
Acceptance and help mean a great deal to a newcomer in a 
community. vlhen the neighbors know that the new family next door came 
with nx Company" , they are more likely to call and offer friendship than 
if they have no idea who the family is . A good program of informing 
the comm~~ity can be considered a softening agent for the newcomers 
moving in. 
If the company has made clear that it wants the help of the 
communit y, residents will often call up offering to help house employees 
and to aid in their integration. Clubs and organizations can help make 
the life of the uprooted employee happier iri the new town. Real estate 
agents and community leaders can make it a pr~ject to welcome the new-
comers . Any moves along these lines help morale immeasurably and are a 
great advantage to the plant . This is obviously possible only after good 
two-way relations have been established through good public relations . 
I . Advertising and Publicity 
A company ' s name is always at stake when relocating .. There will 
be publicity in the old town, the new town, a.nd perhaps regionally or 
nationally for a large concern. The stock market is occasiomlly affected 
by announcement of a move . If the product manufactured is a consumer 
product, the sales in large areas might be affected by the use of 
publicity. 
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Properly presenting the story at the right time in the right 
way can benefit a company. Carefully timed and accurate releases, fairly 
presented in all the communities involved give the company a reputation 
for fair dealing with the public . The visible process of preparing to 
move and moving can create good will or bad feeling: this is as much 
publicity as are the appearance and location of the new plant. Much free 
advertising, publicity and good will can be developed through the proper 
use of public relations when a plant locates or relocates~ 
J. Reactions in Old Towns and Other Areas 
The basic fact that a plant is moving out of a town is con-
sidered detrimental to the town. It means loss .of taxes, loss of prestige, 
and loss of payroll to the tolm. It may also mean idle factories and 
creation of problems. The Lowell and Haverhill areas in Massachusetts 
were examples of labor distressed areas created by industries, in this 
case textile, moving out. Only rarely is the community glad to see an 
industry leave, chiefly when it has created extreme nuisance or health 
problems such as noise or smoke. The loss of a plant is usually a major 
loss and is sometimes even fatal to tre tmm as a community. 
The old community's feelings toward the plant removal will 
depend upon what it is told and how it is told. A proper explanation of 
what the plant is doing and why at least creates understanding and can 
leave a good feeling in the deserted to~m. Occasionally a plant will 
spend time and effort in helping the old community readjust through 
personnel placement of those who do not move or through bringing in a 
new industry. This endeavor can turn the basic disadvantage into an 
advantage, but it is difficult and must be handled adroitly. 
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IV. HOW TO INFORM EHPLOYEES OF FORTHCOHING MOVE 
A. Desired Results 
The quality of personnel is of utmost importance to management. 
When considering a plant move, one of the first questions of the executives 
is whether the employees will move along ~~th the plant . Will they move 
or will they quit? Most managers want as many of the personnel as 
possible to move with them; almost all want their key personnel to move 
with them. 
In a few cases the executives want to dump their personnel and 
start anew. This may be because of labor trouble or simply a desire to 
start all over again. Several of the people interviewed felt that the 
reason Lever Brothers gave such short notice of a move from Cambridge , 
Massachusetts, to New York City was to eliminate many of the employees . 
The usual pattern is, however , to want a large number of people 
to move with the plant. When General Foods moved from Manhattan to 
White Plains , New York, only 139 out of 1200 employees did not stay with 
the company. -~~ This is considered an outstanding record by many site 
location specialists . 
Many concerns are not as farsighted as Ditto, Inc., which 
planned a move from Chicago to a nearby suburb for several years . In the 
interim preferential hiring favored those who lived between the two sites , 
so that when the time to move came, the distribution of the employees ' homes 
~H~ 
was aLmost as near the new site as the old one . 
* 18, P. 32 . 
*l~23 ' p . 96. 
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The concern might also desire to move the personnel in groups 
or by de~artments so that production would not be disrupted . Perhaps 
this would mean a move during a vacation or shut down period . Certainly 
it would require advance notice to the en:ployees and careful time planning. 
Throughout the entire move the employees should be satisfied and 
well informed about what is going on as well as the fate in store for 
them in the new community. The company invariably hopes that each employee 
;.rill be an ambassador of good ;.rill both in the community left behind 
and in the new community. His morale must be good before and during the 
move , and he must not be left in any financial difficulty brought about 
by the move . Both for himself and for his company he should be convinced 
of the desirability of the move and a good public relations man in his 
own right . 
B. What the Employee Wants to Know 
The main question an employee will ask when told of an impend-
ing move is 11 How will it affect me?" He means - -
Who is to move? 
\-Ihen will the move take place? 
What vTill it mean financially? 
Will the new town be a good place to live? 
What future opportunities will there be for me? 
These questions must be answered factually and fast in order to 
maintain morale . The minute that an announcement is made or a rumor is 
heard, every employee begins to worry and begins to ask questions . The 
productivity of the plant can take a dip if the answers are not immediately 
forthcoming. The entire timing of releases must be preplanned by manage-
ment , and trey must tell the employee what he wants to know. 
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Who Is To Move? 
The employee wants to know if he will be asked to move or if he 
will be allowed to stay. Most companies state immediately that all 
employees will be welcomed at the new location. Although the degree of 
welcome will probably be dictated by the amount of financial help the 
amployee receives , at least he knows he will be hired at the new location. 
~fuen Bell Laboratories announced their move to New Jersey from 
New York City, they announced the departments that would be moving but 
they hastened to add that every effort would be made to assimilate those 
who didn 1 t want to move into departments remaining in New York City. 
Some employees may not want to Move or may not be able to move 
for family or medical reasons . If any arrangement can be made to keep 
them on in a portion of the plant not moving, it should be done . The 
following quotation is from a letter to the editor ~rritten by an employee 
of a large concern moving one of its operations to another location. This 
plant, in order to force people to move , released the information that a 
refusal to relocate would be a presumption of resignation: 
The only alternative offered to older men unwilling to 
uproot their homes is to leave the Company. This is a 
cold- blooded policy based on the cynical realization 
that such men are usually unwilling to give up the 
prestige they have built up in their specialt ies, their 
benefit plan privileges, and possibly a portion of their 
salaries in order to start fresh with a new employer . 
It is based on a callous disregard for the personal wel-
fare and happiness of individual employees and their 
families . Finally, it is based on the mistaken philosophy 
that the bitterness, resentment , ani animosity of employees 
suffering such coercion is of no consequence in the 
operation of the Laboratories . 
This letter to the editor certainly didn ' t help the morale of the employees 
staying or moving, to say nothing of the community. 
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1Nhen Is It To Take Place? 
Time is a critical factor to a man who owns a house or has a 
lease , who has children in school, who is active in community affairs . 
During the last war the army and draft boards gave the inductee time to 
put his affairs in order . This same time factor also applies to families 
moving out of one area into another. Often it will take time to get 
houses repaired or painted prior to selling them. The actual sale itself 
can take up to a year unless a financial loss is taken in a quick sale . 
General Foods , in their move from New York City to ••rhite Plains , 
announced their intentions over three years before the move actually 
took pl8ce . 
What Will It }1ean Financially? 
In either a personal transfer or a company-wide relocation, 
the employee is faced with the expense of finding new housing, 
of financing it, of disposing of his old housing, and of 
moving his household goods , as well as the necessity of 
breaking strong ties to neighborhood, relatives , and 
friends of long standing. The amount of assistance the 
company provides may make the difference 'Lbetween his accept-
inG .the transfer or deciding against it . ~, 
The employee vJants to know what help he will get in a move and 
what expenses will be t8ken care of . Even an explanation of the possible 
financial problems he may face will help him. In the next section the 
financial assistance given to employees will be covered in nore detail 
Suffice it to say here that employees want to know the company's 
financial policy . 
Will The New Town Be a Good Place In 1-lhich To Live? 
The employee is thirsty for knowledge about the new town. 
He is almost being asked to rel ocate his family in an area sight-unseen. 
It can therefore be assumed that any facts that can be given him will 
be gratefully received . 
The techniques plants have used in informing the employee 
about the new community will be covered in the next section. However, 
the follov-ring description of the contents of a book put out by Schick 
when it moved from Stamford, Connecticut to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
seems to cover the area very v-rell; 
Location of Lancaster , with relation to nearest big cities; 
brief history of the town; people (native ancestrJ of Lancastrians) 
with death and birth rates ; city facilities , such as police and 
fire departments , water supply, traffic control, garbage collection; 
nearby agricultural products; religion and denominations of the 
58 Lancaster churches (25 denominations); description of the 
hospitals; bus, air , and rail transportation, cab service, time 
to V.Jashington, Philadelphia , and New York; schools, public and private , 
and collegiate institutions ; description of the plant site and its 
time- distance from various localities; description of housing as 
to age and type , with rental and purchase brackets in Lancaster 
and surrounding communities; physical description of communities 
with their shopping and recreational facilities ; national chain 
stores available , local farmers ' markets, banks and loan companies, 
veterinarians , auto agencies, light and gas rates , hotels and 
restaurants , military organizations , service agencies , service and 
fraternal and veterans ' organizations, radio and television stations 
and network outlets, newspapers , parks , playgrounds , Little Theatre 
groups , swimming, tennis , and golf fa~ilities , cocktail lounges , 
beer bars, children ' s sports leagues . · 
\Alhat New Future Opportunities 1olill There Be? 
Individuals are anxious to know what new opportunities lie ahead 
for them. Any plant move is a disturbance to some degree of the manage-
ment at all levels . Charges will be made , and the move usually indicates 
-~~ 4 19, P. 7 • 
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some sort of an expansion. This should all be explained to the personnel 
individual~ so they can evaluate the future opportunities along with 
the other aspects of uprooting their stakes in their communities . 
c. Employee Relations Before the Move 
There are two basic ways of letting employees know that a move 
is impending. One approach is to inform the employees that the company 
is thinking of moving and to solicit advice from the personnel by means r£ 
interviews , questionnaires , articles , and by asking the employees to help 
plan the move and to select the site. Another approach is to make the 
decision to move and optjon or purchase the site before announcing 
any plans . More companies follov-r the latter course , but either way may 
be successful with skillfully handled public relations to enhance employee 
morale and well- being. 
When a company lets the employees select the site there is the 
feeling that all are helping with company policy. A risk is run that 
"too many cooks spoil the broth'' arrl that indecision and argument may 
ensue . This method is therefore suggested only if the plant is small or 
if management is organized so that personnel help with policy decisions 
The complete secrecy approach is the most successful in the 
majority of cases . Care must be taken to bring enough of the manage-
ment team in on the decision so that they feel that they are a part of 
the overall program. 
When the announcement is made to the employees the Public 
Relations Department should have information available about the things 
the employee wants to know, mentioned in the last section. This information 
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can be disseminated through various meQta such as talks , lectures , inter-
vieHs , discussions , company newspapers, town newspapers , bulletin boards , 
movies , booklets , pamphlets, or word of mouth. The program of dissemin-
ation of informatL on must be as carefully planned as the content of the 
information. The employees and their families might also have tours or 
trips to the new location. 
A number of public relations programs have been successful in 
informing the employees . When General Electric ' s Special Control Depart-
~t. 
ment moved from Schenectady, New York to W~nesboro , Virginia~ , the 
company had orientation meetings with slides, movies, printed matter and 
lectures . .~ questions of fact or policy were answered at these meetings . 
The husband and wife could also take an all-expense trip to look for a 
new home . The boarding or baby sitter fees were paid by General Electric . 
The Chance Vought Aircraft Company tried to maintain complete 
secrecy about their move from Stamford, Connecticut to Dallas, Texas·:h\ 
The managers took a secret trip to Texas to view the plant that the Navy 
had suggested to the company. Negotiations were in process when someone 
in Washington hinted at what was going on. The company then had to 
announce all plans . An information booth was set up in Stamford with 
as much information on Dallas as could be accumulated . The booth walls 
were decorated with murals of Dal las and written information was avail-
able , including restaurant menus , symphony prograns, Chamber of Commerce 
literature , material on lakes in Dallas, and even brochures explaining 
* A,?, P. 38. 
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why fuel bills were so low. Lectures were given and a booklet, "Your 
Move , n was distributed which explained every form to fill out and every 
detail, even to locking doors and windows before leaving . 
General Foods started issuL~g public relations releases 38 
Th t k* months before moving from l·~anhattan to VJ i e Plains , New Yor • The 
excellent timing and high quality releases are worth citing: 
* 
January, 1951---- -Employees informed by Board Chairman and President 
that options had been taken 
February, 1951- ---Aerial pictures of the 48 acre land tract , one mile 
from the station, displ~ed. Questions invited. 
narch, 1951-------Notices posted telling of White Plains officials 
making a tour of the offices. 
June, 1951--------Rezoning passed. Directors approved preparation 
of design. 
July, 1951------- -''When" not known, but any otr.er questions can be 
answered . 
February, 1952---- The fact that nothing new had occurred was passed on. 
April, 1952-------Construction plans approved , contractor named . 
Promised building fact book would be out in July. 
April 16, 1952----Models and visual aids e 
April 30, 1952- ---Housing aid available . (2 years early) 
May 13 , 1952------ Tested new music installation in old building. Will 
have it in new. 
July lS , 1952- - - - -Mass meeting; facts books and questions . 
August 29 , 1952---Chamber of Commerce booklet on 1-Jhite Plains and other 
literature handed out . 
September 12, 1952-Families invited (at no expense) to see new 
building site . 
October 22 , 1952--Personal time off allowed . 
December 1, 1952--Policy announced of reimbursement up to one month ' s 
salary but not over $1000 for personal expenses . 
March 26, 1953--- - Company announced policy of p~ing all expenses and 
sending moving van . 
May 21, 1953- -----Corner stone laying ceremony. 
September 16, 1953-Questionnaire on commuting. 
December 10, 1953-Three page bulletin bringing story up to date . 
Account and rules of termination . 
February 3, 1954--Booklet for new town about General Foods and booklet 
for employees about new town and fitting into the 
community . 
18, P. 32- 34. 
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March, 1954------Just after the move, a welcome by the President 
on new site, with welcome letter and new handbook. 
When Schick moved from Stamford, Connecticut, to Lancaster, 
Penns.ylvania,* a 36 page mimeographed booklet on Lancaster was distributed 
to all employees . 
Recently an Air Force Branch located at Wright Field announced 
quite suddenly that the branch would move to Eglund Field, Florida, and 
that military personnel and civilian personnel would be transferred to 
Florida. All the militar,y personnel said they would move, but the Air 
Force was amazed when only five to ten per cent of the civilian personnel 
said that they would go . 
Ethicon, Inc., sent a moving survey to employees when they 
moved from New Brunswick, New Jersey, to Somerville, that flatly 
stated that transportation would not be paid but that bus fare was 
64i. The same survey mentions that job opportunities are available at 
Johnson & Johnson, the parent company in New Brunswick, and that a transfer 
might be arranged for those not wishing to go to Somerville. 
says• 
General Electric, in describing its move into Louisville, Kentucky 
As soon as the news was announced that the Major Appliance 
Division was going to transfer operations to Louisville, every 
attempt was made to give employees as much information as 
possible. 
No one likes to be uprooted from an established home in a 
pleasant community . Many employees, the company felt, were bound 
to feel that this move would threaten their job security. others 
would wonder whether to make future commitments in the light of a 
possible transfer. The company took a direct approach to all 
*19, P. 74. 
problems , and showed by its actions that every employee 1 s 
problems would be given individual consideration . 
Employees selected to transfer vlho indicated their 
desire to do so \vere given a booklet which presented the 
reasons behind the move to Louisville, together with a 
letter personally signed by the Division General Manager, 
which emphasized the advantages to the employee and his 
family resulting from the move . 
Aid was given employees to be transferred . They were 
processed at "Information Centers" on Louisville , which were 
set up at each of the plants where employees were to be 
~~ transferred . 
The following letter is self-explanatory: 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT SERVICE, Inc . 
--Burbank, California---
TO THE READER • • • • • • • • • . • •••. 
In August , 1955, Lockheed Aircraft Service , Inc., decided to 
consolidate all its operations at the site of its branch plant 
at the Ontario International Airport, Ontario , California. 
This involved transferring much of the Company's equipment 
and many of its 2, 000 employees to the Ontario plant from the 
site of its main base of operations at Lockheed Air Terminal, 
Burbank, California. The Ontario area was chosen as the site 
of futu~e operations as its geographical location is more 
favorable for LAS , Inc ., activities consisting of the repair, 
service , modification and overhaul of all types of aircraft. 
In anticipation of the many personal problems 11hich the 
transferring employee would meet , the Company selected a 
representative group of Burbank employee families to conduct 
a community survey of the Ontario area . Six teams were formed 
on a functional basis , e . g., one man and wife team investigated 
housing conditions, another team checked schools , and so on, 
in each of the twelve cities and communities lying in close 
proximity to the Ontario plant . The entire survey team lived 
and worked in the area for an entire week. This publication is 
a result of the diligent manner in which they fulfilled their 
as si gnmen ts . 
9, P. 26. 
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On November 10, 1955, a copy of this booklet was mailed to 
all LPB Burbank and ontario employees . Since its publication, 
it has served as a time- saver and as a valuable reference tool 
to the Burbank employee contemplating transfer . In addition, 
it will prove to be of assistance to the present Ontario 
employee who may be intending to move within the Ontario 
area, as well as to future new hires at the consolidated base . 
J . D. Hodgson _,, 
Manager of Industrial Relations~ 
One large company located in a sub-standard waterfront area 
had decided to move its laboratory facilities inland to a beautiful new 
section of a modern, attractive city. All the publicity was written; 
releases had been given the local papers and the Wall Street Journal . 
Ever;thing was set. The employees would be told at 4:15 that afternoon, 
after months of planning . At 3:15 p.m. a fire broke out nearby, and 
by 4:00 p . m. the plant was being evacuated . But the Research Department 
had to stay on to hear the announcement . As the company officials told 
the joyous news of the new laboratory they had been dreaming of--a multi-
million dollar consolidated campus- type research center on a beautiful 
site , tears streamed down their smudge- darkened faces as they tried 
to speak above the coughing of the employees and the din of the fire 
apparatus . But the show went on, and the employees knew the plans for 
the move before the papers hit the streets that night . 
The above case histories have cited ways that have been used 
to inform employees about impending moves . Different techniques were 
used before the moves, but in all cases the informed employee was the 
happy employee , and the chances to retain him varied almost proportionately 
to the effort expended to inform him. 
*11, insert. 
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D. Employee Relations During the Move 
After an employee has decided to pull up roots in the old 
community and move to the new, he has many problems of moving his belong-
ings and getting settled in the new town. The financial worries of 
employees can be very ~eal . Almost all companies surveyed have helped 
out financial~ to some degree . 
In a report of the American Hanagement Association'*" on a 
survey of firms hiring from 1,000 to over 50, 000 people , almost all gave 
assistance . Some of the types of assistance were company employment 
o~ real estate agents , personal counseling , free legal advice , company 
leased apartments, payment of transportation costs , living allowances , 
commuting costs , help in financing housing , reimbursement of losses 
~esulting from sale of old houses, direct loans , and other miscellaneous 
forms . Further data may be found in Tables I, II and III . 
The Schick Company mentioned earlier authorized real estate 
agents to pay up to a month ' s rent to hold a home for a prospective 
~h"­tenant . ' ' 
General Electric paid all moving expenses when moving the 
.:our~ Specialty Control Department from Schenectady to Waynesboro . " 
*s 
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TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES ASSISTING EMPLOYEES 
TO FINANCE HOUSING* 
Nature of Assistance 
a . Reimbursement for 
loss on unexpired 
lease. 
b. Provision of bank 
reference for loan. 
c. Reimbursement for 
loss incurred in sale 
of house . 
d. Direct loan for pur-
chase of house . 
e . Payrrent of rent on new 
housing be~ore occupancy. 
f . Payment of real estate 
broker fee . 
g. Purchasing employee ' s 
house in old location 
at fair market value . 
h. Assumption of mortgage 
on house in new location. 
Total percentage reporting 
some benefits . 
*8, P. 9. 
In 24 
Companies 
Transferring 
Individuals 
Only 
(Per Cent) 
37 
45 
25 
20 
8 
12 
0 
0 
75 
In9 
Companies 
Which Also 
Relocated 
(Per Cent) 
88 
55 
44 
55 
55 
22 
0 
0 
100 
In All 33 
Companies 
(Per Cent) 
51 
48 
30 
30 
21 
15 
0 
0 
81 
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TABLE II 
PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES PAYING 
MOVOO EXPENSES* 
Nature of Assistance 
a. Direct travel of employee to new location. 
b. Direct travel of employee's family to 
new location. 
c . Packing and crating of household goods . 
d. Shipping of household goods . 
e. Unpacking of household goods . 
f . Storage of household goods for reasonable 
period" 
g. Loss through breakage and theft. 
h. Incidentals--auto license, refitting 
carpets and draperies , connecting 
appliances . 
Total percentage reporting some benefits . 
~--8, P. 10. 
In All 33 
Companies 
Transferring 
Individuals 
(Per Cent) 
94 
94 
97 
100 
90 
76 
66 
36 
100 
48. 
49 . 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE COST TO COMPANY OF 
MOVING AN EMPLOYEE-* 
(5 Companies) 
Approxi- Personnel Moved 
Respon- mate Dis Execu- Techni- Supervi- Produ- Cleri-
dent tance in tive cal sory tion cal 
Number Miles 
1 200 $1200. 00 $900. 00 $900.00 ------ $700.00 
2 (2 200 2200. 00 2200 . 00 2200.00 ------ 2200. 00 
moves) Boo 
3 200 974. 55 ------ 812.40 695 . 79 192 . 28 
4 6oo 2700. 00 2500.00 2300 . 00 ------ 6oo. oo 
5 40 900. 00 900 . 00 900.00 ------ 900 . 00 
* 8, P. 23 . 
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Chance Vought , when moving from Stamford to Dallas, paid all 
transportation expenses for families and had a housing and greeting 
section in Dellas . This reception station greeted the newcomer, took him 
on a 70 mile bus tour , and then put him up in a hotel. The company even 
had the credit ratings transferred to Dallas so that employees could open 
• ~f-
charge accounts the first day they arrlved. 
}~any companies hire real estate agents to represent them and 
to find housing in the new community. Since these agents work for the 
company, they are free to get facts from other agents as to availability 
of housing . Towns or civic groups often set up offices to help incoming 
employees. 
Aside from the financial help given to employees , helping to 
arrange a real welcome for them in the new community is highly desirable . 
Even though the incoming families have been told what to expect, a welcome 
mat psychologically gives them a good impression of their future home . 
The neighborhood that they select also may mean the difference between 
enjoying or hating the new community . 
When General Electric employees arrived in Louisville , Kentucky~-~, 
they went to the inforrna tion center . From the centers tours were conducted 
to acquaint them with residential areas . Apartments and houses were 
shown them that met requirements listed in previously filled out question-
naires . The company even distributed drivers licenses and utility 
applications before employees had left their old homes . 
* ~JO, P. 30. 
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The Lockheed Aircraft Service, Inc. published a 34-page 
~~ booklet entitled, "Ta'k:e- Off For Ontariou, that describes about a dozen 
towns near Ontario , California . The commuting t:Lroo is given in the book-
let for several areas of each town. The towns themselves were reported on 
by a husband- wife team from Lockheed sent out to study the towns for 
a week. 
The main effect of public relations that can be accomplished 
during the move is one of human relations . The employee should be helped 
financially and should be shown that he is wanted in the new community. 
The community ' s relation with the individual is discussed further in a 
later chapter. 
E. Employee Relations After the Move 
The company must follow up after the move to be sure that 
employees are being integrated into the community. Being a newcomer 
without old friends can be a desolate existence unless new friends are 
found an.:l new activities are started. 
Welcome Hagan, Inc .. an:i any other local greeter service should 
be informed of the impending move and then of the names and addresses of 
the new residents Every effort should be made by the company to be sure 
that housing is adequate; the neighborhood is compatible; that the employee 
has any introductions or references he needs for community activities . 
~.t..,;.(-
In the Chance Vought move to Texas"' the com_!)any encouraged 
employees to become active in the little theatre , Chamber of Commerce , 
Red Feather, and even square dancing, a Texas delight . An indoctrination 
~~ 4 J .. l , P. 1- 3 • 
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course was conducted on how to get along with the natives . The newcomers 
were told about tax la1-vs and i terns indigenous to Texas . They were care-
fully informed to rise when the band pl ayed 11The Eyes of Texas" . The 
former Connecticut residents were war ned to keep o~f icy streets in cars 
because the Texans saw ice so seldom that they just didn ' t know how 
to drive on icy street s . 
Laws and taxes vary so much from state to state that indoctrin-
ation courses usually are and always should be given to incoming employees . 
The employees should be encouraged to affiliate v-ri th their church and 
with l ocals of national organizations to 1-vhich they have belonged . The 
company should sponsor many social events the first year or so , until 
the employees have had an opportunit.y to establish themselves in their 
neighborhood and community. The new employees should become voters and 
active in civic affairs : only through becoming active can people learn 
about, become a part of , and enjoy their new community . 
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V. RELATIONS ~HTH TFTE NEW COJ·ll'!UNITY 
A. Definition and Groups To Be Reached 
In the introduction public relations was defined for the 
purposes of this stuqy as the method of informing people or groups of 
people about an impending move of industry. Later in this chapter different 
methods of informing people will be discussed, together with what they 
should be told . First, howGver, the audience that should be reached in 
the new conununity must be analyzed. 
The first contacts that the plant location surveyors will 
probably make without disclosing the plant name are those interested in 
area development: development groups , Chambers of Commerce , realtors , 
and public utility groups . These people contact many so- called surveyors 
who take a quick look at the community and perhaps move on to other 
towns . Therefore this first contact usually creates no "big splash" and 
will go unnoticed or unheralded . If the plant is seriously interested 
in investigating further or in taking steps preliminary to locating a 
plant, a careful approach must be made to the community. 
The officials of the town and/or the people in power should be 
approached and taken into confidence as about the first step . The two 
groups are noted separately, since often they are not the same individuals . 
The sentiments of these prominent people are almost always on the side of 
the incomin;?; plant because tax income is abvays attractive to people who 
run tov~ o Very often a detailed stuqy of the community must be made 
to be certain that the right people in power are approached: one power-
ful individual left out in the beginning can cause a great deal of trouble . 
53. 
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After the initial announcement or newspaper release is made , 
every effort should be made to inform the to~m leaders and important 
businessmen. This should be done pe r sonally if at all possible so that 
questions can be asked . Speeches can be given at clubs and organizations , 
but personal calls will have to be made on managers of other plants and 
some key civic leaders . 
The information about the plant move must reach the citizens of 
the community. Ma~ methods may be used, but the local newspaper is the 
most common. In addition to reaching local inhabitants , some of the 
readers may be considered as prospective new employees and others abutters 
of the property to be purchased . More personal attention is usually 
given to the abutters than to the residents in general. It must also 
be remewbered that the people being reached might be prospective customers . 
A~ general publicity release will be read by people in adjoin-
ing tovms and in some cases by a national readership if the story is 
picked up by the national press . In this case residents of the old commun-
ity will see articles as well as present plant employees . 
In general, once the first few contacts are made, the information 
or rumors spread ver,y fast . Therefore it is judicious to define the 
audiences to be reached and the best methods of communication before 
unwanted lines of communication take over . 
B. Preliminar,y Negotiations and 
People to be Contacted in Confidence . 
The preceding section stated that once a location is desired, 
the people L~ power , political or otherwise, should be informed in 
confidence . This is a very important step in the plant ' s bid for accept_ 
ance into a new cormnunity because the people concerned can either 
' make or break ' the new plant. This is especiallY true if rezoning is 
needed. 
In September, 1955, the Colgate Palmolive Company announced an 
eight ~~llion dollar research laboratory facility proposed in Bloomfield, 
New Jersey. The location selected was on a golf course in a very nice 
residential section of the town . The local paper* stated that the entire 
plan had been kept on a confident ial basis for months before presentation 
to the Town Council and Planning Boar d. The Mayor said that negotiations 
had been kept confidential to prevent pre:m.ature ru_mors and speculation. 
\men the announcement was made in the papers so much power was already 
behind the plan that virtually no opposition was formed and the area 
was rezoned and sold to Colgate for a laboratory. Construction will 
start in late 1956 or early 1957. 
When Selas Corporation of America moved from Philadelphia 
to Dresher, Hr . E. L. Fortin, executive vice president , met with the 
commissioners of Upper Dublin, the tov-mship in which Dresher is located . *''t-
He explained the operation of the company, what kind of plant it intended 
to build, and why he felt the company would help the town. 
Mr . Alston F. Beckmann, an industrial realtor in Bergen County, 
New ,Jersey, a man who has located many plants , feels that the preliminary 
discussions in confidence are tbe most important transaction of locating 
in a community .. 
*31, P .. 1. 
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After listing some of the successful location efforts, it is 
only right to mention one that failed . A large corporation wanted to 
locate a research laborator,y in a medium sized New Jersey town. The 
company officials felt that regardless of what the community thought , 
they had a wonderful proposition to offer . They requested and received 
an audience with the town fathers at which company officials proceeded to 
inform them that they were fortunate to be the lucky chosen ones . The 
plant had decided to move to the community. This arbitrary approach 
created such a bad impression that the town fathers refused to back the 
company and efforts failed at this stage of preliminary negotiation. 
The company had to go elsewhere . 
Although such a brash approach seems incredible, it happens 
frequently. Many times the company tries to oversell the case , ignoring 
two-way communication with the community and forgetting that many town 
officials are capable business men who volunteer their services . Town 
officials such as these who are in reality top managers of business can 
spot inaccuracies or overstatements of presentation in a minute . 
The best course for the company is to determine who to see and 
then to accurately present its story to the right people , whose backing 
will ultimatel y be needed . When Commercial Filter requested permission 
to build a plant in residential Melrose , Massachusetts , it had a 
beautiful scale model of the plant, completely landscaped , to show the 
city officials . The officials were so impressed that they invited the 
plant to come in; to this day many in Melrose are wondering why one 
industry was accepted when so many others had failed. 
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c. Initial Announcement to the Community 
The initial announcement in the newspapers is usually the first 
indication to the people living in a town that something is going to 
happen. Over 90 per cent of the Chambers of Commerce interviewed pled 
that the initial scoop be given to the local papers . This , they felt , 
was very important for local pride as Hell as for a means of reaching 
most of the residents. Further, the local paper can give more space and 
often more accurate information than a brief announcement in a metropoli-
tan or business paper . The local paper can also feature tie- in articles 
and editorials regarding the plant move , which can often be arranged in 
advance. The more facts that are released in the initial announcement , 
the fewer rumors there will be . 
It is often desirable to include in the initial announcement a 
source of further information. Some announcements list people or telephone 
numbers Where representatives can be reached . 
The facts that people want to know should be released . These 
include the name of the plant, plant functions and policies , effects of 
the new plant upon the town, the type of plant to be 'build, employee 
requirements , plant nuisance factors such as noise or smell, and so forth . 
If zoning problems are involved, the plant is requesting permission to 
come into the town. Therefore any facts given must be accurate, sincere 
and sufficient. 
When Cryo Rap Bags (Dewey and Almy Co . ) released a public 
relations statement to the local papers signed by the company president 
many facts were given, but the human touch of the company's desire to be 
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a good neighbor was completely left out . ' 
~fuen the Colgate Palmolive, newspaper article mentioned earlier 
was released** regarding the laboratory move to Bloomfield, New Jersey, 
the following articles appeared: 
Front Page: 
Leq.d article1andTheadline.-t-"~til Million Research Lab Proposed ll1 Brookda e; own ~s 1n eY.es'E"ed.tt 
- Colgate has option on 35 acre golf course . 
- Company promises scientific work . 
- No manufacturing . 
- Present quarters in Jersey City described . 
-Reasons for selecting Bloomfield. 
-Will employ about 350- 400 sci entific personnel . 
-Will purchase 200, 000 square feet of land . 
-Screened off- street parking will be provided. 
-cafeteria and auditorium will be built . 
-Description of who selected site and how. 
-What the company manufactures . 
-Company facts and history. 
(continued to page 5) 
-~·Jhen building will be completed. 
-Rezoning will have to be done . 
-Explanation of how plan was kept confidential . 
- Intimation that town officials support plan. 
-Quotations from Colgate officials . 
-No nuisance factors . 
- 9AM- 5PM five - day weeko 
-setback lines to be observed. 
-University campus atmosphere will be developed 
- Type of staff . 
200, 000 taxes will produce for town annually. 
-Requirement of municipal services will be negligible 
compared with tax income to town. 
-Mayor quoted on interest shown by Town Council and 
Planning Board. 
-Municipal officials see plan as a boon. 
Front Page: 
Large architect ' s rendering of laboratory. 
Front Page: 
~~-1. 
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Aerial view of site . 
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Front Page: 
Second lead article: "Council, Planning Board Heigh Idea; 
Eye Tax Windfall." 
- Taxes would pay for school improvement . 
-Proposal given by Mayor at town meetin5. 
-Negotiations in secret. 
- Taxes to be produced. 
- Need of town for taxes and money. 
- Investigation of details will continue . 
(continued to page 2) 
-Revenue to be produced. 
-Mayor cites advantages . 
- Some opposition . 
-Many for plan. 
- Land value would increase around laboratory. 
- Town commended on nresentation. 
- No tax concessions given. 
Editorial Page: 
Numerous Advantages . 
-Good development of land . 
-Nice laboratory. 
-Good taxes . 
- High Income, top scientific res;_dents brought to town. 
"Tr...e Stakes are High" 
-Reporte~s handed sealed envelopes before meeting . 
-Reason for secrecy. 
- Ple& for townspeople to accept proposition . 
-Plea for public to view proposal in lie;ht of what is 
good for the town. 
Care must be taken that any other releases made are coincident 
with the releases to local papers . The old home town paper m11st have a 
simultaneous release explaining v1hy the plant is moving out of tm-m. 
In ~~e case of Colgate cited above , the surrounding towns including 
Newark and Jersey City '\\Jere all given releases , as well as the vlall Street 
Journal and national publications. In the larger papers the first 
announcement is the only announcement so care must be taken that as 
as 
much/can be said is stated and stated accurately. 
D. ~re-Construction Community Relations 
After the initial announcement to the cowmunity a sense of good 
will and welcome can be created prior to the beginning of the actual 
construction of the facility. One 1-n rd of warning . sho1.:ld be stressed 
before going further into what can be done . Many plants make statements 
and promise too much, only to find their plans must be cancelled, or 
extended in time . If the plant is not positive of what it is going to 
do , it is better and much less embarrassing to leave it unsaid . 
Before starting any planned public relations approach to the 
community, the company must study the t ovm itself in detail . Each town 
has idiosyncrasies of its own so that a single approach is not always 
adaptable . When the Ford Motor Company~*" e;oes into a town, the Office of 
Civic Affairs of Ford concerns itself with the political reaction to the 
proposed move . This office works with the local eovernment, helping in 
community development and planning . 
There are three basic approaches , any combination of which a 
plant can utilize . Information can be disseminated by the visual , the 
~~itten verbal or the oral ver bal mediums . 
Visual : Signs and billboards can be used to tell the co~munity what is 
going to happen . Drivjng on many hi ghways throughout the country one 
can see large signs and billboards saying that this is the future site 
of X Company. Ver,y often a rendering of the structure will also be shown. 
~} 4 2 , P . 70. 
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Models can be made and placed in prominent store windows in 
town. The three-dimensional model is the best way for la.vmen to visualize 
what a future plant Will look like. 
Moving pictures that can be lent to organizations are very 
effective in telling the company's story. General Electric used bill-
boards, film lending and displays, in addition to 50 background articles 
and radio spots when they moved to Buechel, Kentucky.* 
Conducting a tour of the old site often explains what to expect 
and eases fears. The Mayor of Bloomfield visited the Colgate labs in 
Jersey City and reported back to the townspeople the type of worl< going on . 
The Kopper Company flew people from Horsehads, New York, to the main plant 
in Delaware to show them that there was no smoke problem .~H:· Then letters 
reporting on the trip were sent to all residents near the new site to 
dispel their fears . 
Written Articles: The written word can be very effective . Articles and 
letters over a period of time can tell the inhabitants everything th~ 
might want to lmow . The local newspapers are very cooperative , but they 
can only print from information given to them. The small town paper 
doesn ' t have reporters to go out to get the feature stories . A good 
company public relations man will sit down with the local editor and plan 
a long- range publicity program . In Lockland, Ohio, General Electric 
Company created their own newspaper to reach those near the plant: they 
* 25, P. 98 . 
**25, P. 98-101. 
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had a noise problem which they wanted to explain to neighbors without 
alerting the whole countryside.* 
Many companies send letters to town residents; others send letters 
only to abutters . The Raytheon Manufacturing Company sent letters to all 
residents of Wayland, Massachusetts , before the town zoning meeting .** 
The Spoken Word: Clubs and organizations are always anxious to have 
speakers tell about the new plant . Very interesting talks have been given 
on how a plant plans to renovate an existing building for its own needs and 
use . 
Personal calls by company officials often help in dispelling 
fears of abut tors and in explaining what will happen . Selas Corporation 
of America~ad company officers make personal calls on neighboring home 
owners to explain about the buildings and plans for clean operation . 
Schick, Inc ., officers****met with communi ty leaders and their opposite 
numbers in local industry. They reassured other industries that there 
would be no raiding of personnel and explained their policies . 
Information centers located centrally in a town can answer 
questions and disseminate written information about the plant . 
Radio and television where available are other mediums for 
informing inhabitants . 
Open meetings set up by the company Will draw those interested 
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in the project and give them a chance to discuss their questions and feelings . 
4.5, P. 98-101. 
' 25, P. 98-101 . 
-IHH*1_9 , P. 73 . 
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In summation, before the ground-breaking ceremony every effort 
should be made to let the town know as much as possible about the incoming 
plant and the effects it will have on the community. Every possible means 
of communication that is in good taste should be used. It is suggested 
that no flag pole sitters or parades be arranged because the publicity 
would not be appropriate to the circumstance. A final word of warning 
might be not to oversaturate the town with publicity, but this is a remote 
danger for most plants do far too little • The local situation must be 
analyzed so that an effective program is developed end carried out. 
E. Pre-operation Community Relations . 
While the plant is being renovated, if m existing building 
was bought, or being erected, the community will want to know of the 
progress. They can be informed by a continuation of the methods described 
in the last section. At this point, in addition to informing people , it 
is desirable to start becoming a part of the community. This can be 
done by having joint meetings, discussions, and ceremonies such as corner 
stone lqring . The company might work up a float for a local parade or 
celebration; it might invite school classes to watch certain parts of 
the construction process . 
During this time the plant can make announcements that will please 
the community and make them glad to have the new neighbor . Some plants 
announce what i terns will be purchased from the local merchants . If the 
plant has any facilities that the COJllllunity can use, this interim period 
is a good time to announce them . Many companies that have an auditorium 
allow certain technical societies the free use of the hall . A word of 
warning should be given that some town school boards would frown on free 
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use of a company auditorium for civic affairs since it migpt compete with 
the rental of the school auditorium in the town. 
Harris Products Company of Cleveland* announced to the people 
of Napoleon, Ohio, that they would not destroy the town's favorite fish 
pond on their site. In fact, they intended to stock it for the children 
under 16 in the town and hold fishing contests . The insurance liability 
for using any of the grounds for recreational activities should be care-
fully checked before any announcement . 
Recruitment: The carefully planned public relations program up to this 
point begins to bring tangible benefits whEn the first call for new 
employees is made . Dun's Review says about the Schick Company move to 
Lancaster, 
Recruitment advertisements were not necessary. When a hiring 
office was opened April 1, 1955, in down-to~ Lancaster, the 
applicants began pouring in . Advmce publicity started the 
turnout and word- of- mouth reports kept it up . By the time the 
plant was staffed with about 800 hourly-paid and 200 salaried 
workers4 8, ooo applicants had been interviewed m.d many of them tested. 
General Electric, in a brochure about moving to Louisville, 
Kentucky, states: 
Meanwhile at Louisville, thousands of persons had visited the 
temporary General Electric office seeking employment . The 
pressure becane so great that it was necessary to publish in 
the local newspaper an advertisement urging prospective 
employees to be patient until General Electric could determine 
more accurately its need far specific kinds of help . In no case , 
however, was a job applicant turned away from the General Electric 
office without the courtesy of an interview and the opportunity to 
file an application for work . 
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As new employees were hired in Louisville they were given an 
intensive orientation on the histo~ and operations of the 
General Electric Company, as well as the many benefit plans 
for which they were eligible. Extremely effective aids in 
establishing connnunication with new employees were information 
racks and bulletin boards which were placed at strategic locations . 
Less than a month after the first new employee was hired, an employee 
newspaper similar to other General Electric papers was distributed.* 
Opening Day: Usually an opening day ceremony is a big event in the 
relocated plant• s agenda . It is a culmination of all the publicity, the 
two- way public relations in working out pre-operation plant-community 
problems, the months or years of planning and preparation . The plant is 
ready to publicly take its place as a member of the community • The 
neighbors know what the plant looks like on the outside and they are 
curious about the inside of the building . Future prospective employees 
would also like to see for themselves what the plant looks like: very 
often the reaction one has looking at the physical plant gives a strong 
impression of the kind of management of the company and its policies . 
The Rockwell Manufactilring Company served a barbeque for 4,000 
visitors at their opening . Civic leaders had suggested a barbeque as an 
appropriate affair for the community. At it the company had displays 
showing their concern with safety, housekeeping and traffic .~~ 
Ethicon prepared a booklet entitled 11Your Neighbor'~*''* to hand 
out to people visiting the company. This booklet proclaimed that as 
a newcomer, the company would alweys try to be a gocd neighbor--one of 
whom the community could alweys be proud. It also told the history of the 
* 9, P. 31-32 . 
~~25, P. 98-101. 
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company and how its products benefited mankind. 
Seias* offered the townspeople of Dresher a baby sitting and 
child care service during the open house . Teenage girls acted as sitters; 
kindergarten equipment was borrowed from a local d~ nursery. 
When the Carboloy Department of Genem 1 Electric moved to 
Edmore, Michigan , in June , 1952~~, an open house was held after full 
employment had been reached. The mtire activity was coordinated w.l.th 
local business leaders . Six thousand or 30 per cent of the invitation 
area, came . The stated purposes of the open house were as follows: 
1 . To acquaint people with processes and product . 
2 . To acquaint people with pay and benefits. 
3. To get across some economic facts . 
4. To get a reputation for being a good neighbor. 
The company used a ten mile invitation area, saturating it with letters, 
full- page newspaper advertisements , and so forth . A box supper was 
served; telecoverage, participation by Boy Scouts , and showmanship in 
general made it a big event . A Cluett Peabody technicolor film, 
"Enterprise" , was shown, telling the story of what happened to a small 
town "\o.hen an industry was established there . A thank-you was run after-
wards in the papers . 
F. Follow-up 
Once the plant is established in the new communit,y every effort 
should be made to maintain good public relations . Mr. Lemuel Bouleware , 
Vice President of General Electric Company, says : 
-!:· 86 23, P. • 
** 14 29, P. 12- . , P. 77-80 . 
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We will always try to be a generous contributor to local 
charities and other worthwhile projects--and not a drain 
on them. We will also be found encouraging our employees 
themselves to ccntribute personally of both their money and 
effort, as our mana.gement does.* 
The Armco Drainage and Metal Products, Inc.'s manager became 
active in town affairs. The local businessmen sponsored a dinner and 
the children of to'Wn toured the new plant.** 
Since maintaining good public relations after becoming accepted 
as a going concern in a community is a subject in i tse]f, no more comments 
will be made there . Many excellent books are written on the subject 
suggesting what plants can do to enhance their relations with their 
connnuni ty. 
* 7 • 
.r.'*25, p 98 101 . - . 
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VI . RJBLIC REIJWIONS IN OLD P.ND O'IHER COMMUNITIES 
A. Definition and Groups To Be Reached 
In the enthusiasm to properly locate in a nei-l community some-
times very little thought is given to the old community. This lack of 
consideration is evidenced by the lack of written materials on the 
subject . When interviewing managers who have moved to a new location 
their eyes sparkle as they tell of their public relations activities in 
the nelv community. WhEn asked what was done in the old conmuni ty there 
is usually a deadening silence mile they try to think of anything at 
all that was done. 
The town officials of the old community are naturally worried 
if a large plant decides to move out of town . The move creates a loss 
in tax revenue , a loss to merchants selling to the plant, a possible loss 
of skilled or managerial employees, and a possible unemployment problem . 
These acute areas should be discussed w.i th town officials prior to any 
public announcement so that cures can be discussed at the same time . 
The townspeople, including old employees, are of course vi tally 
interested in the move because it directly affects them. A release must 
be sent to the papers, timed so that no rumors go between the new and old 
towns before release in either of them . If any part of the plcnt is 
remaining, it should be so stated. 
Other approaches that might help the old ccmmunity might include 
everything from helping to locate new industry if it is needed, to conferring 
w.i th conununi ty groups where key members may be required to move . These 
are further reasons for long-range planning and a long elapsed time: 
locating a new industry , no matter how it is dme, takes time; likewise , 
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moving the chairman of the local charity campaign without giving him time 
to help the organization readjust can infuriate a comnnmity. 
People of other communities in the area might also be interested 
in the move , as well as people in the new community. Other communities, 
watching what goes on , often foresee what mi~t happen to them in years 
to come. This in tum will col or their attitudes to any company that 
wants to move into a community . 
B. Groundwork Befor e First Announcements 
At the same time the plant i s f ormulating its plans for moving 
to a new comnnmi ty the plans for leaving the old connnuni ty should be 
made. When Blaw Knox decided to move from Nunda, New York to Mattoon , 
Illinois-~:- they hired H. K. Hel lott Co . , a Pittsburgh and New York manage-
ment and public relations counsel , to study the situation . Mellott 
came up with the following program: 
On October 21, Mr. Snyder , President of Blaw Knox, visited 
Nunda. In the morning he talked with officials of the company and with 
town officials and businessmen . In the afternoon the plant employees 
were told and a letter was sent to their houses to confirm what would 
happen . A fifteen month warning was given the town . In the case of 
Nunda, Mr. Snyder felt that time was needed, although it might be a dis-
advantage to other plants that wanted to move in but couldn't wait 15 
months . 
The town officials had to look for a replacement for the parting 
industry. If it is possible to keep the announcement a secret until some 
replacement can be found, or at least unti l some negotiations are underway, 
*14, P. 110- 113. 
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it is more desirable from the town's standpoint. Some towns, or the business-
men in them, have offered to help finance the company if the reason for 
moving is financial . In large metropolitan communities with many industries, 
the impact of one leaving is not nearly as great as in the small one-
industry tor-ms . The closing of textile mills in New England brou~ t about 
an economic crisis in many small towns . Many have worked out of it by 
using old mills for diversified small industry attracted to the area by 
its industrial commissions . Regardless of what can be done, the town 
needs time to prepare for ::n adjustment. With good public relations 
bitterness can be avoided, leaving disappointment at the worst, depending 
on the actions of the industry. This helps the compcny from the stand-
point of employee morale--even if they move with the company, many of 
their friends and relatives remain behind in the deserted town; of 
customer relations; distributor relations ; and general public relations. 
C. Announcements to the General Public 
In the Blaw Knox move to Nunda mentioned in the last section* 
a full-page ad was run in the Nunda News telling the reasons for the move, 
the program for closing down the plant, and the plan for finding a successor . 
The specific details of the plan were: 
* 
-B-K would get the help of the New York Commerce Dept. and 
State Chamber of Commerce in finding a replacement industry . 
At the company's expense, a four- page, two- color illustrated 
brochure has been printed to describe the Nunda facilities . 
-B-K pledged itself to cooperate fully with the state agencies 
and with prospective buyers, by freely showing the plant and 
releasing supervisors or other employees for interviews by such 
people . 
14, P. ll0-113. 
- The company assured Nunda employees of a chance at jobs 
in Mattoon . 
-It set forth a liberal severance pay plan far employees 
who stay on until the closing end who don' t want to move 
to Mattoon .* 
When Colgate moved to Bloomfield from Jers~ City a release 
was sent to the Jers~ City papers explaining exactly why the lab was 
moving . It very carefully explained that none of the manufacturing 
facilities or men working in them would move . It explained that only 400 
people would be moved, of which only a few then lived in Jers~ City. , 
It also pointed out that people living in Jersey Cit.y could commute to 
Bloomfield. Due to a prior contact by Colgate management with the news-
paper, only a small announcement was made rfu.ich didn 1 t seem to cause a 
ripple in readers' sentiment . 
When Daystrom, Inc . sold 11-.merican Type Founders, Inc . in 
Elizabeth, New Jers~ , to another management and moved out, the president 
of Daystrom wrote to the other subsidiaries explaining why the change was 
occurring .~rl} The prospective purchase had agreed to retain the same 
management and policies . These letters arrived on the day that the papers 
carried tre story and were very successful. 
In 1954 E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company decided to close 
their rayon plant at Yerkes, New York/'** On the day the information was 
to be released the plant manager called on a film plant next door so that 
their management could reassure their men that they wouldn ' t be affected. 
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He then called in his staff and together they prepared two statements: 
one on the whens and whys of closing, and a four - page rundown of what 
the pay situation would be for each class of employee . At 10:30 a .m. 
three simultaneous announcements were made--to the union, the supervisors, 
md the employees . At 11: 00 a .m. newsmen arrived for a press conference 
and at noon other local industries, vendors and local civic organizations 
were told. Other DuPont plants , trade journals, and the Wilmington, 
Delaware , papers were told at noon. Everyone, including the film plant 
next door , cooperated to successfully place all of the personnel . 
Each case of heM to announce the departure of a plant must 
be studied and the plans tailor-made to fit the individual community . 
In smaller towns where the effect wi ll be the greatest, additional care 
and effort Will be needed . 
D. Helping the Old Town Adapt to the Change 
and Follow-up After Moving . 
Once the decision to move has been made and the initial 
announcement has been released, the old community is left with the problem 
of what to do . Modem management is beginning to feel it has a responsi-
bility to help the old town in the readjustment period. Other than the 
feeling of obligation, the plant can rationalize that it is benefited by 
maintaining happy customer relations, employee good will, md by showing 
the community it is interested in the town--which reputation will carry 
over to the new town • 
When Westinghouse Electric Corporation moved from Sunbury, 
Pennsylvania, to Metuchen, New Jersey,* the company tried to act so that 
* IS, P. 130- 136. 
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its move would not hurt the ·town . A specialist , Fantus, was called in to 
find new industry for Sunbury . Mr. G. A. Price , president of Westinghouse , 
stated that the company would pa:y the rent far a new manufacturer for the 
next year and a half, as well as pa:y the F antus fee . Mr. Yaseen , a senior 
partner of Fantus , said this was the first time, to his lmowledge, that 
a corporation had tried to help a tc:Mn stay on its feet after the company 
moved away . 
The announcement that Follansbee Steel Corporation was closing 
its plant in Follansbee, West Virginia, "j brought an uproar from vlest 
Virginia citizens . There was a battle that finally wound up in the 
courts to keep the mill in West Virginia . 
Busi~ Week in describing the Blaw Knox move from Nunda , 
New York, to Mattoon, Illinois , says~l-r.-
A couple of weeks later, Snyder revisited Nunda to address 
the plmt ' s 25-year club . He made another strong point: 
Work loads will not dwindle until near closing time . There ' s 
plenty of work, he said, to keep the plant producing at a 
high level until machinery starts moving to Mattoon, late 
next fall. This, plus the severance pay program, assured tre 
town of a firm economic footing for at least 15 months . 
A survey taken by the American Management Association**'* 
shows that over 60 per cent of the respondent plants helped employees 
not moving to find jobs, and 50 per cent gave them the option of trans-
ferring to other operations in the company. In addition to normal 
termination pay, five companies offered a bonus to leaving personnel . 
* 13, P. 26 . 
~'* 14, P. 112 . 
~-8 . 
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Three companies gave pension benefits if the personnel had any vested 
rights . 
So few companies have helped out the old town that any help 
given can be written up in periodicals such as Business '-leek . This in 
itself is excellent public relations for the company and is w~ll worth 
the effort expended to help out . 
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VII . SUMHARY .AND CONCLUSICNS 
A. Overall Results Desired 
The overall results that are desired when a plant moves to 
a new location can be summed up very simply by the following phrases: 
an optimum location, happy employees , acceptance in the new community, 
gracious leaving the old community without doing any harm, and a general 
increase of the company' s prestige in everyone's eyes • It takes a well 
thought out public relations program to achieve all these desired results . 
Mr. Alfred G. Larke , when ~vriting about Daystrom, Inc . ,* felt 
that the following five points were an objective to accomplish: 
1. Beat rumors to the punch . 
2 . Choose a prospective purchaser that maintains good 
public relations . 
3. Have everyone concerned hear first hand instead of through 
newspapers . 
4. Have the planning carefully timed . 5. Protect the secrecy against leaks . 
As stated earlier in this study, management is anxious to achieve 
good results and often attempts some effort toward the goal . However , 
in almost all cases more could have been done and should have been done , 
if only management had thought of it in time . 
B. Planning the Entire Program 
Any public relati. ons program must fit the situation . There is no 
one set thing tnat should be done at a particular time, although experience 
of others should be evaluated and improved upon . It is the hope of the 
author that after reading this study, a manager would sa;y to himself 
that there is a lot more to moving than he had ever thought about. 
* 20, P. 84. 
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He then can approach the problem in the proper frame of mind and plan a 
thorough program before it is too late . 
In an article entitled "How To Get A Brass Band Welcome for 
Your New Plant11 , * 20 points are listed, telling management what should 
be done : 
1 . Has responsibility for good public relations been assigned? 
2 . Have planned what to say and who to say it . 
3. One person assigned as a contact for radio, television, newspapers . 
4. Met local government officials . 
5. Keep the community posted on interview and hiring dates; 
types and skills required. 
6. Building and grounds planned to improve town . 
7. Minimize police and fire protection required from comnrunity . 
8. Eliminate smoke, odors , wastes , nuisances . 
9 • Trucking . 
10. Tell frankly all information about seasonal employment . 
11. Blueprints available for inspectors . 
12 . Prepare Rotarians and joiners . 
13 . Get acquainted: PTA' s , cle r gy, organizations . 
14 ~ Hail service to answer questions . 
15 . Dedication of plant . 
16. Purchase locally when possible . 
17 . Good public relations in home town--explain move. 
18. Keep employees informed. 
19 . Follow through on public relations. 
20 . Have clear- cut objectives and detailed time table . 
Ford Motor Company moved a 200 employee assembly operation from 
->'& Edgewood, New Jersey, to Mahwah , New Jersey . ' Mr . John E . Sattler, 
New York public relations manager for Ford, said: 
* 
From the outset we mapped a long range community relations program 
that involved accepting full responsibility and obligations in the 
area as they developed, and avoidance of many efforts and attempts 
to involve the company in factional , political, and intro-conununity 
disputes anddi.fferences which had existed for years prior to any 
decision on the part of Ford to move into the area . 
25 , P . 98 . 
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Table IV shows the general plan used when General Electric 
moved into Louisville, Kentuc~. 
C. Selecting the Right Personnel for Public Relations 
A big mistake often made in plant locations is to assign the 
entire public relations job either to an inexperienced man or to one who 
is too busy . Many managers like to make the decisions themselves but 
do not have the time to study the situation in detail. It is imperative 
to assign capable people who have the authority to act to the job . A 
plant move is not one man part time job for the plmt engineer . It is a 
very delicate problem that demands full attention, and usually outside 
consulting help, of many qualified personnel . A plant manager is not 
necessari~ qualified to make public relations decisions because of his 
position: it takes a specialist in the field . 
The man chosen in the field must be technica~ qualified and 
also have the ability to meet the public and negotiate for the company. 
He must lmow the inner workings of communities as well as how to deal 
w:i.. th newspa:r;:er men. While he must know the publicity field, he is not 
a publicity technician. He must also be high enough in management to 
be able to accurately reflect management's policies and philosophies . 
He must also be a good administrator because of the demands of timing and 
the coordination of many things being done at the same time by many people. 
And once the proceedings are set in motion , there can be no hitch. 
D. The Importance of Timing 
The public relations and publicity problems inherent in moving 
a plant can be closely allied to those of producing a musical show. If 
the sofa to be used as a prop in Act II hasn't arrived when the curtain 
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goes up, there is very 1i ttle that can be done . A chain of events will 
have to begin to make up for the loss such as dlanging the script and 
the timing for the act . In any case it is probably too late to notify 
the orchestra in the pit, who will go on playing as if no changes had 
been made . 
Every single action or event fits into a logical sequence to 
ultimately bring about a successful move . Many a public relations man 
has sat at his desk half the night writing releases for a 3 a . m. deadline 
for the papers . 
E . Evaluation of a Successful Program 
When a manager can sit in his new office in the relocated plant 
and say that everything was done that could have been done, and that 
the move was successful, it usually means that the program was well done . 
The greatest measure of success is satisfaction . 
There are a few quanti t ative measures such as the ratio of 
employees that moved with the plant, the number of applicants requesting 
new jobs, the success of zoning proceedings , the outcome of utility and 
tax negotiations, the number of people that show up for open house , and 
the inunediate acceptance of the plant in the community . Some benefits 
of public relations show up later as newcomers are welcomed as neighbors 
into the community and as labor turnover figures become available . 
Thirty- six million people move in the United States each year . 
Many of these people . move because they are not satisfied where they 1i ve . 
It can be done by individuals because moving does not entail prohibitive 
expense. However, once a plant relocates it usually has to stay in the 
new location because of economic factors . Therefore it has one· chance; 
it is imperative that the move be as successful as possible in all respects . 
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TABLE IV 
PRESS, RJ.DIO .AND TELEVISION PLANS FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC •s 
HOVE TO LOUISVILLE, KY.?:· 
---A series of press conferences was held to enable Company officials 
to meet the Louisville press, radio and television representatives 
and to answer questions concerning proposed local operations. 
- --A series of approximate~ 50 background articles on General Electric, 
its histo~, organization, products, employee benefits , etc . was 
prepared and released on a twice weekly basis starting in July 1951 
to Louisville area dailies and weeklies . 
--- This same material was channeled to Louisville area radio stations 
on a tWice weekly schedule. 
--- The Louisville Courier-Journal had indicated an interest in putting 
out a special section in honor of G.E. Thus, all material was made 
available to them in bulk far simultaneous release with the weeklies, 
or at their discretion, to save as a package for the special section. 
- --A photographic file was set up in Louisville in July in order to service 
requests from publications for pictures of Company representatives, 
products or buildings . 
- --As soon as a permanent office was set up and top management established 
residences in Louisville, local press and radio representatives were 
provided with names, addresses and phone numbers to mable them to 
reach a responsible G.E. spokesman at aQy hour of d~ or night. 
---In December, 1951, an informal meeting for working press md radio 
people in the Louisville area was held to facilitate introduction 
to top General Electric people. 
---A continuing flow of news releases on G.E. plans and the progress 
were prepared.---
---steps were taken to insure th crt full coverage of local press and 
radio was obtained for releases prepared by the Company's General 
News Bureau and the Major Appliances Publicity Section . 
---A press clipping scrapbook was maintained by the Community Relations 
Section in Bridgeport, and was transferred to Louisville and an 
appropriate individual designated there to keep it up to date . 
*9 , P. 4, 6, 7, B. 
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- - -scripts on General Electric background, employee benefits, etc . 
were made available to area stations . 
---Louisville radio stations were contacted to offer them the complete 
11General Electric Excursions in Science" series as a public service . 
Area television stations were offer ed the complete "Excursions in 
Science" filM shorts , again as a public service feature . 
Bo . 
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TABLE V 
Answers Re a.dy 
In order to have the answers ready for dissemination, the 
following information should be known and available before any 
mnouncement is made. 
J •• Company Policies. 
1 . Public relations plan. 
2. Who is in charge of move . 
3. How· comprehensive will public relations be . 
4. What will be done for old comnru.nity . 
5. FUture policies . 
6. Future possible expansion . 
7. Degree of future participation in civic affairs . 
8. Items to be purchased locally . 
9. What new plant facilities community can use . 
10. When move wiD. occmr . 
11. Union or non-union shop . 
B. Physical Facilities . 
1 . Size of plant • 
2 . Site option . 
3. Name of local realtors or lawyers . 
4. Architect . 
5. Cost of new building . 
6. Building to land ratio . 
7. Set back of building. 
8 . General appearance or rendering of building . 
9. Required utilities, (povmr, water, gas, sewage) . 
10 . Amount of objectionable waste materials . 
C • Employees . 
1 . Who vrl l l be moved. 
2 . 1r1ho will not be moved. 
3. Expenses allowed for those 'Who move . 
4. Pay allowed to those who do not move . 
5. Number of personnel in new plant . 
6. Number of new personnel needed . 
7 . Number of personnel who will be moved. 
8. Job classification and pay rate of personnel needed . 
TABLE VI 
SPECIFIC GROUPS TO BE CON'l'ACTED, EACH NEEDING 
OR WANTING DIFFERENT INFORl1ATION OR TIMING. 
1 . Employees moving. 
2 . Employees not moving . 
3. Top supervision. 
4. Unions . 5. Intermediate supervision . 
6. Town officials in old communi -cy . 
7. Town officials in new community. 
8. Newspapers in old town . 
9. Newspapers in new town . 
10 . Other newspapers, radio , television . 
11. Periodicals . 
12 . People in power in new town . 
13 . Management of other plants, new town . 
14. Clubs , organizations, civic groups in new tow . 
15 . Planning Board, Dept . of Public Works , etc . in new town . 
16 . Realtors in new town . 
17 . Inhabitants of new town and surrounding are as . 
18. Abuttors in newtown . 
19 . Prospective new employees . 
20 . Merchants in nel-1 town . 
21 . Utilities . 
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TABLE VII 
POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR PUBLICITY RELEASES AND ADS 
1 . Plant move . 
2 . Letting of cmtract . 
3. What plant is doing for old town . 
4. What plant is d.6ing for employees . 
5. Tempera~ office or information center . 
6. Histo~ of plant . 
7. Plant operations and products. 
8. Employment needed. 
9. Human interest stories . 
10 . Appointment of supervision . 
11. Sto:cy of move . 
12 . Employee benefit plans . 
13. Desire to be a good neighbor . 
lh . Or ganization of compaQY. 
15. Opportunities in new plant . 
16 . Housing problems of employees • 
17 • . Announcements of ceremonies and special events . 
18 . Statements of management . 
19 . Stories of new townspeople visiting old plant . 
20 . Interest of company in civic affairs . 
21 . Progress of move or ccnstruction . 
22 . Research being done by the company. 
23 . Stories of other divi.sion,s of the company . 
24. Economic impact on new town . 
25 . Speeches given to clubs and organizations . 
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